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A, a, aar, aas, aer, agh, ah, air, är, are, arh, arre, arrgh, ars, aude, aw, awe, Ayr, Ba, ba, baa, baaaaah, baar, bah, bar, bard, bare, barge, barre, Bayer, beer, bere, beurre, bier, bla, blah, Blair, blare, blear, bleh, blur, boar, board, Boer, boor, bore, bored, Boz, bra, bras, Brer, brrrr, bur, burr, C.O.R.E., ca, cah, car, card, care, caw, cha, chaar, chair, char, chard, chaw, cheer, cheerie, Cheers, Cher, chiere, choir, chord, chore, Claire, claw, clear, cleere, coeur, Coors, cord, core, corps, course, craw, crore, cur, curr, currs, czar, d’or, da, dår, dare, daw, dawed, dear, deer, derre, dire, diur, door, dor, dore, dour, draw, drawe, drear, droom, duh, dure, dyere, e’er, ear, eere, eh, Eh?, eir, ’er, Er, er, ere, err, eyr, fa, fâ, fair, faire, far, fas, faugh, fawe, fayre, fear, fer, fere, ferre, fier, fiord, fir, flair, flaw, fleer, floor, flour, floure, foiah, for, för, force, Ford, ford, fore, fors, four, IV, foure, fra, frere, frore, fur, fyr, ga, ga’, gah, gair, gar, gaw, gear, geere, giour, gnar, gnaw, goore, gourd, grah, grahr, gras, graw, grarh, Grrrr!!!, guard, gyre, ha, haah, hah, Hair, hair, här, hard, hare, harre, hawre, hear, heer, heere, heir, her, here, herr, hir, hire, hoar, hoard, horde, hors, hour, houre, huh, Huh?, hurr, hwor, ia, ier, ire, ja, jaar, Jah, jar, jaw, Jaws, jeer, ka, kar, ker, kir, kna, knar, knarre, knur, Kurd, la, La!, lair, lard, lare, laud, law, lawe, lawed, Lear, leer, leh, lere, lier, Loire, loore, lor, Lord, lord, lore, lough, lourde, Ma, ma, mar, mare, Mars, Maude, maw, mawe, mere, mha, mire, mirre, moi, Moor, moor, moore, more, mors, moure, mwa, myre,
myrrh, na, nah, nahhh, Nair, nar, nard, naw, ne'er, near, nerd, nha, noir, nor, nur, nya, nyeh, o'er, oar, oor, oore, or, ore, our, oure, Pa, pa, paar, paas, pah, pair, paire, par, pard, pare, paw, pear, peer, per, perr, perre, pers, pier, poire, por, pore, pour, pourre, prayer, preyere, pshaw, pur, purr, qua, quaa, quaer, Quah, quaire, quar, queer, quire, R, r, Ra, raa, rare, raw, rawe, rear, rer, rere, rh, roar, ruhr, sa, saar, sard, sarge, saugh, saw, sawe, scar, scare, schmeer, schwa, score, scour, sear, Sears, seer, sere, serr, Shah, shard, share, Shaw, shawe, shear, sheer, shere, shire, shmeer, shore, shour, shoure, shur, Sir, sir, sire, slaw, slur, smear, smeer, smore, snare, sneer, snore, soar, soor, soore, sore, sour, spa, spar, spare, sparre, speer, sphere, spoir, spore, spur, square, squaw, stair, star, stare, steer, steere, stir, stoor, store, straw, sur, sure, svar, swa, sward, swear, swere, swoore, sword, swore, t'a, ta, taa, tar, tare, Tarr, Taur, taw, tawe, tear, tear, teere, ter, tha, thair, thaire, thar, thaw, their, ther, there, they're, Thor, tor, tore, tour, toure, trois, Tsar, 'twere, tweer, Tzar, ugh, uh, Ur, ur, urre, ure, vair, var, veer, Vuh, wah, War, war, ward, ware, wear, weer, Weir, weir, wer, were, werre, wher, where, Where?, whir, whirr, whore, whurr, wir, Wire, wire, word, wore, worre, wors, worse, ya, yaar, yard, yare, yaw, yeah, year, yeer, yer, yere, yheere, yoore, yore, you’re, your, youre, yr, yre, Za, zha, Zsa;
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A door, à la, a pear, a peer, a rear, a ware, A woahl, Abba, abhorred, abra, abroad, accord, acère, acha, Ada, ada, add a, adda, adore, Aetna, afford, afire, afore, afyre, ah air, ah car, ah ere, Ah Ha, ah ha, ain’t tha, air blur, air bra, airfare, alder, all cars, all yours, alla, Allah, all, allya, alpha, alswa, ama, amber, ambler, AmFar, amir, amor, Ana, ana, and ka, and uh, and war, anear, Anka, Anna, anvers, apes ma, appeere, aqua, ara, arbour, archer, arder, ardour, are our, are there, Are there?, Are uh?, arm bears, armoire, armor, armour, arrear, as far, ashore, asper, ass tear, asthere, atcher, atma, au pair, au poivre, aunatre, aura, austere, Auxerre, aw arrgh, aw awe, aw war, award, aware, awed jaw, Ayler, bazaar, baba, babka, bacca, baga, bagba, bagger, baiter, hamba, bancha, baner, bang your, bania, banker, banter, bar Burr, bar straw, barbed wire, barber, barbour, bare rear, bare tears, Barère, batter, baxa, be here, be square, Beans Dear?, beau-père, beaver, BeavHer, bedder, bedsore, beeba, beemba, been there, beer blare, beer blur, beer here, begba, beggar, beggere, Bel Air, Bela, bela, belcher, ben wa, Ben-Hur, bencher, bender, Bernard, Bertha, bestir, beta, betcha, betta, better, bettre, bever, beware, bezoar, bibber, bicker, bidder, biddler, bider, bien sûr, bfoire, Big Star, Big Sur, bigga, bigger, bim-ba, bird’s rear, bismer, BiStar, biter, bitter, bittre, blabber, black tears, blah corps, Blair’s blare, blanca, blare blur, blaster, blazer, bleahhh, blear corps, bleed er, bleeper, blender, blinder, bliker, blisper, blister, blixa, blobber, blonder, bloomer, blooper, blubber, Blue Cheer,
blumba, boarder, Bob Weir, bobbeh, bobber, bocher, bodda, Boer War, bolster, bolter, bombard, bonder, bone spur, boner, bonker, bonkers, boo-bear, boo-ya, booba, boober, boobser, boogah, booger, boomba, boomer, booper, bopper, border, boror, bossor, bouncer, bower, bowser, bowyer, Boy Bar, bra war, bracer, brassiere, brawler, breeder, brella, bressler, bret noir, Breyers, briar, briber, Bronx cheer, brooder, brudder, bruiser, brunker, brupper, b'r, Bubba, Buddha, buff bare, bukra, bulla, bullaire, bum steer, bumba, bumpa, bumber, buncha, burgher, burglar, Burma, burr bra, bushiah, but for, But where?, buy more, buzz her, buzzer, c'est moi, c'mer, C- yai, cadre, Caesar, camphor, canard, cancer, candour, cap sure, captor, capture, car care, car chair, carder, Care Bear, care core, care corp, Carla, Carter, Car Wars, cash mere, castor, cat rear, catarrh, cater, catter, cawnpore, cedar, celler, cena, censor, censure, centaur, center, centre, certa, Cessna, cessor, chafer, chaffare, challah, chalwa, chamfer, channa, chatter, chauffeur, chaw claw, chazer, cheater, check here, cheeper, cheer cares, cheese squares, cheetah, Cher’s cares, Cher’s chair, Cher’s claws, chessner, Chester, chigger, chitter, chittor, choker, Chola, choler, choller, Christ air, Chrysler, chucha, chukker, chunder, churchhaw, churner, chutzpuh, cider, cigar, Cinda, cinder, cipa, cipher, citta, clabber, Claire’s chore, clamber, clamor, clangor, clangour, Clark Bar, class war, claw care, claw fear, clear chair, clear claw, clear core, clever, clever, climber, clinker, clister, cliver, Clockers, cloware, cloture, cloystre, clumper, cochlear, Cocker, cocker, coda, codger, coffa, cofer, cogg, coiffure, coker, cold sore, Cold War, color, coleslaw, colmar, color, coma, comma, compeer, concord, Concorde, conga, conger, contour, Contra, contra, Cooder, cooked rare, Cooper, cooper, cooser, cooster, cooter, core care, cork hair, corkears, corlears, corner, corsaire, cosa, côtière, cougar, coulda, cova, cower, crapper, creepers, cre-
mor, CrestCare, crica, crier, critter, crosier, crucor, crupper, culler, cumber, cuppa, cure her, curer, curler, curse her, curs-er, cursor, cusser, cussière, Cyber, d-va, da d’or, daazah, Dada, daf’a, dagger, daggere, dander, danger, dapper, dare da, Dark Star, darkers, Darn her!, darner, datsa, dauber, daunger, dawdler, dawna, dawta, De La, de la, deaf ear, dear da, death’s door, deathmare, debar, deedaar, deedeah, deemster, deer claw, deer ear, defer, deffer, déjà, demure, denture, deor, depper, derma, desir, despair, Despair!, detour, devoir; Dexter, dhama, dharma, Dia, diaper, dicer, diddler, dide er, die or, dier, differ, Digger, dil daar, dinker, discard, discharge, discord, dis-pear, Diva, do or, dobra, doctor, dodder, doddler, doer, doeesna, dogger, dogma, dogstar, dokma, dolor, dona, Donna, donor, dontcha, doodler, door door, doota, dosa, doucer, doucker, douh, dower, downer, downpour, doxa, drachma, drakester, draw dare, draw door, dressler, droga, drosser, drummer, Du Bois, du’aa, dual air, ducha, dude awe, Duh huh?, dukkha, duma, dump core, dunder, dunker, dunna, duper, dwieme, e’er ere, E.R., Ea, eager, eahta, ears hear, Easu, Ector, Eeeaaaarrrghhh!, egger, eider, either, elder, eller, emir, endha, enquere, ensure, enta, enter, epha, équerre, era, error, eschar, essa, ether, Etna, Eua, euchre, ever, evere, ewer, Exmoor, explore, eye sore, faagher, fader, fadre, Fafner, fair-hair, fala, fare war, farter, farther, Faster!, fata, father, fatter, fatwa, fautor, faux pas, faux-frère, fava, favor, Faya, fear fair, fear for, fearr, feather, feature, Fedders, feeder, Feederz, feeler, Fela, felawe, felt ya, felt your, feltcher, fencer, Fender, feoffer, feower, fetcher, fetor, feter, fever, fewer, fewere, fibber, fiber, fibre, ficker, fiddler, figger, figure, figyah, fikner, Fila, filcher, film noir, finker, finkler, firer, fish spear, Fisher, fisher, fissure, five years, fiver, flacker, flamewar, flasher, flatter, flava, flavor, fleecer, fleeter, flesher, fletcher, flexor, flicker, flinker, Flipper, flirt more, flisher, floater, floor fur, flossen, flosser,
flosseur, flour pour, flubber, fluffer, fluor, flusher, fluter, flobber, fodder, fogger, foie gras, Fokker, fondler, forson, foobar, for a, for fear, for Ford, for hours, for score, for sure, for theirs, for where, for years, forbear, forbera, foreswear, forster, forta, fother, foulard, 4 hours, four hours, four score, * * *, four stars, foxcore, foyer, fracas, frackker, fracture, fragor, frakker, frmfrö, freaker, free air, free ear, freeker, freer, freeware, frena, Fresca, fresher, friar, Fricka, fructose, frigger, frikker, fritter, frogger, frokker, fubar, fuchsia, fuck yeah, fucker, führer, fulgour, fulla, Fuller, fuller, furfur, furor, futter, fyner, fynge, gabber, gaffer, Gaia, gaiter, galore, gander, Gang Starr, ganger, ganja, ganza, goaler, gatha, gather, gator, gauster, gay-floor, gaydar, gayler, gazer, geder, geezer, gelder, gendre, genre, gerner, get more, getcher, getchya, geyser, ghower, gibber, giber, giga, gilour, ginour, ginza, gipser, girls spore, glacier, glader, glazier, Glover, glover, gowear, (gowers), gnaw gear, gnaw gore, go for, Goa, Goddard, gofer, goiter, gola, Gomer, gonner, goober, goofer, goooper, gotchya, got 'ta, gotta, grabber, graffer, grandeur, grappa, grava, grease yours, gretter, grindcore, gringa, grinner, grouper, grumpler, gruyère, guapa, gufa, gufaw, guiller, guitar, Gullah, gummer, gunfire, gutter, Guv’ner, Gyeah, haahardcore, hacker, hadda, hadde hear, hair war, halter, Hamas, hammer, hamster, hang fire, hangar, här/där, harbor, harder, hardware, harsher, hash her, hat hair, hatter, have a, haver, haveta, havour, hawser, hear ear, hear-hear, hear her, hear there, hearsore, heater, Heathers, Heck yeah!, Hector, hectar, Hedda, Hee-Haw, heere ther, heh heh, heifer, hell naw, hella, hellfire, hellza, hemmer, her ear, her ere, her err, her fur, her hair, her bare, her heir, Her huh?, her purr, her sour, her tears, here there, herefore, Herr R., Hester, heter, Heung-Hwa, hey yeah, higgler, high near, Himmler, hipster, hir fir, hir gere, hire her, hirer, hit her, hit more, hither, hits more, hittar,
hiver, hiya, hjälpa, hoker, holla, holler, holour, Homer, Homère, Honda, hoo ha, hookah, hooker, hooper, hoopla, hoosier, hoote fyr, hooter, Hopper, hopper, hopur, Hora, hora, horror, hosier, hosmer, hostler, hot jaws, hotspur, Hotter, hotter, howler, huckster, huffer, hugger, huja, Hula, hula, hum zha, hummer, humor, Hunger, hunger, hunner, hure-sore, hurrah, hushta, husser, hustla, Hustler, hustler, hutter, huzza, hwfla, hydra, hyer, hyndre, hyster, I swear, I were, I’m a, I’m sure, ibère, ickor, ickier, ickster, idddler, idear, idler, ilder, ilker, illa, implore, in for, in-feere, inga, Ina, Inca, incher, infare, interfer, infra, inga, Inka, inna, inquire, insure, inure, Ira, irk bear, irour, isha, Isère, isher, Ishtar, ista, iter, itz da, iuma, iwere, J.R., jabber, jachère, Jack Parr, Jack Straw, jackdaw, Jaeger, Jagger, Jah’s ire, Jaipur, jaja, jajka, jama, jammer, jangler, Jasper, jasper, jaunler, Java, java, jawmer, jayar, Jeepster, Jenna, Jeptha, Jerker, jester, Jew-Bah, Jew’s ear, jewper, jibber, jigger, jitneur, jitter, Job’s tears, jobber, jocker, Joglars, John dear, John Deere, joola, jossa, joser, juggler, Jr., junior, junta, jutter, kaaba, Kaffir, kaha, kanske, karma, Kashmir, Kasia, kater, ke la, kebbler, kecker, keekka, keener, keester, keever, kepere, kervere, ket-craw, kew-kaw, Khaddar, Khmer, Kia, kicker, kickshaw, kidder, kiker, kilgour, kinder, kinder, King Lear, kipper, kissar, kiva, klezmer, klin zha, Klingsor, knabbler, knacker, knatter, kneddler, kneeler, kneppar, knibber, knicker, knidler, knobber, knockers, Kode IV, kona, kreekar, kreska, ksha, kubla, kultour, Kultur, kunna, kurwa, Kutcher’s, kutter, kvetcher, Kwaanza, l’hiver, la-la, laba, labouare, labra, lacker, lacquer, lagger, lakh ha, Langer, langer, langour, langua, larva, laser, Laughtears, Laura, laurier, lava, law lair, lay her, layers, Layla, Lazar, lazer, leader, leap year, leaper, Lear’s lair, Lear’s law, Lear’s leer, Lear’s lore, Lear’s ma, lecchour, lecher, lecheur, lecker, Leda, Lekcja, lemma, lemmer, lenger, lento, leper, Lester, letcher, lesser, letter, let-
onester, onycha, oodler, ooga, Ooor-der!, oopure, ooser, ooter, oother, or for, or here, or lore, or more, or o’er, or ear, or ore, or there, ordre, orta, other, ostler, othere, otter, oughta, our air, our awe, our ear, our fear, our hour, our peers, oure boor, ouster, out deh, outbar, oudare, outher, outpore, outpour, outta, over, owher, owler, oxtor, oyster, oystre, P.R., pa’s paws, paca, packer, pair peers, pallor, Palme D’or, Palmer, palmer, palmere, palter, pampa, Pampers, paneer, pap smear, papir, pare pear, parlor, parterre, pastor, pasture, Pat Smear, patzer, pauncher, pauper, pauvre, paw’s paw, pawpaw, pay per, pear pair, peddler, pee air, pee-er, peeper, peer prayer, peer smear, peever, peka, penner, pepper, per paw, per pear, per prayer, perdure, perqueer, perspire, pervers, petar, petard, Peter, peter, peuchère, pew-hire, pfra, philter, phooka, phreekor, phucker, piaffer, pica, pictcha, piddler, Pierre, piffer, pig’s ear, pigger, pilfer, pillar, pimpgear, pincer, pincher, Pinchers, Pindar, pinner, piper, piss poor, pisser, piwa, pizda, placard, platter, pleather, plodder, plotter, ploughshare, plucker, plumper, plunder, plunker, po/theor, poacher, poczta, podder, poestcher, poger, poivre, polar, polestar, pomster, pon ya, pooah, poocher, poofta, Pooh Bear, pooja, pooka, Poona, poona, pooner, pooper, poor pa, poother, pop smear, poplar, poppers, poser, poseur, posture, pother, potnah, potter, poudre, pounder, powter, powder, power, poza, praca, praise Jah, prajna, prankster, prater, prechour, Preema, première, preter, pretor, pri la, price war, pridda, prier, primer, prizer, procure, proffer, proper, prosta, proud-pear, Prussia, Psalter, pshaw, psywar, ptszka, pucker, pudder, pukka, Pumas, pumba, punna, purdah, putter, pyler, qaraar, quacker, quæstor, quagga, quagmire, Quaker, qualtagh, quanta, quaqua, quarkbar, quarta, quarter, Quasar, quasar, Quasha, quave-mire, ¡Que Va!, queder, queer care, queer pair, queer prayer, queer purr, queer’s drear, queer’s fears, queer’s hair, queer’s paws, queer’s
piers, queer’s pores, queer’s scores, queer’s sneers, queer’s snores, queer’s sores, queer’s spas, queer’s squaws, queer’s stares, queer’s stars, queer’s swears, queercore, queers ne’er, queers saw, queller, quencher, queuer, querour, quart oure, quever, quibbler, quicker, quiddler, quiller, quintar, quinter, quiser, quister, quiver, quivver, quizzer, quota, quoter, quessor, Rader, rader, raga, rager, ragga, rah-rah, rajar, Rama, rama, rammer, rancour, raper, rapture, rare queers, rare raw, rarer, rashers, Rasta, raw pears, raw peers, raw rear, raw roar, raw Shah, raw war, rayère, rear guard, rebar, rebore, record, recur, redder, reddler, reefer, refer, regard, reheat, Renta, resh pair, reszta, retard, reward, Rhoda, rhumba, rhymr, Rhymes? Nah, Riddler, riddler, rigger, Right here!, rigor, Rikers, rimmer, riwa, roaster, robber, rom zha, romper, root beer, rooter, ropa, Rosja, router, rower, rubber, rucker, Rul-Rah, rummer, rumor, runner, rupture, rush hour, rusma, rustler, ryver, saber, saddler, saga, sâga, sailor, Saint-Père, sacker, salver, sambre, sancerre, sang froid, sangha, sapor, sapper, Sarah, sarsa, satire, satyr, saunter, saviour, sauveur, saw scar, saw scores, saw seer, saw Shah, saw stars, Say aaaaahhh!, scalper, scanner, scare scar, scatter, scenester, schamer, schemer, Schiller, schlepper, schmata, schnacker, Schneider, schnieder, schnikker, schnorrer, school year, schooner, schwartz, scissors, scinder, scoah, scoff, scofflaw, scoler, scooper, scourn, scowler, scrambler, scratch yours, scribbler, Scribners, Scripture, scripture, scummer, seashore, secure, Seder, See Hear, see here, see saw, See ya!, seen seer, Sega, sellere, Selma, sencer, senior, serca, settler, Sévère, sewer, sexer, Shah scare, Shah seer, Shah’s scars, Shah’s Sears, shamer, shammer, share prayers, share scores, share sores, shareware, shaver, she saw, she sure, sheer sore, shia, Shicksa, shiksa, Shikse, shimmer, shimper, shiners, shinner, shit raw, shit tears, Shiva, shiver, skewers, shlec hyster, Shoah, Shocker, shofar, shooter, Should?
Huh?, shoulda, shoulder, shrimper, Shriners, (shudders), shuddres, shunder, shyster, shyvere, sicker, SIDA, siddler, sike soore, siker, sila, sildder, silver, simar, simmer, simper, sinner, sista, sistaz, sitter, sizer, Sizzler, skatter, skeeter, skewer, skimmer, skincare, skinner, skipper, skitter, skriva, skulle, skunk wear, slabber, slack jaws, Slacker, slacker, slam der, Slater, slather, slautha, s/laughter, slaughter, Slayer, slayer Sleeper, sleeper, slender, slither, slobber, slubber, slugger, slumber, smaller, smartbar, smatter, Smatter?, smear tears, smegma, smelter, smiler, smiter, smoother, smoother, Smush her!, smylere, snarter, sneither, sniffer, snigger, snooper, snuffer, so far, so there, sock-er, socour, soda, soder, sofa, software, sola, solder, soldier, sollar, somer, somere, sooner, sooter, soper, sore rear, sore shares, sorta, sorter, soter, souffert, sour sore, south paw, spammer, spanner, spare air, spare hair, spare shares, spare snores, spare sores, spare spears, spare spheres, spare spores, spare tears, Sparta, spear smears, speeder, speller, spend more, spera, sphincter, Spicer, spicer, spider, spiller, spinner, spinster, spitter, splatter, splendor, splinter, splitter, splotter, spoiler, sponger, sponsor, spoiler, spooner, spotter, spreader, sprotta, spunda, spurshers, sputter, spyder, sqincher, squabbler, square spheres, square tears, squasha, squatmore, squatter, squeaker, squwaker, Sr., sraka, stabber, stammer, star four, stare there, stark stare, Starla, steer clear, Stella!, stencher, stetsa, stikker, still stir, stinger, stir straw, stir their, stokker, stomper, stoner, store straws, store where, strata, straw fire, streaker, streetcar, streeter, strictures, structures, struma, strutter, stubber, stud-gear, stupor, stutter, suah, sub la, subter, succour, sucker, suffre, Sugar, sugar, suiter, sukha, sulfur, summer, sumpter, Sun Ra, sunner, super, supper, surmah, suster, sutler, sutra, swaller, swiss chard, syna, szkoda, t-square, Taadaa!, taak fyr, tabor, tacna, tadger, tagger, taka, take care, tala, Tampa, tamper, Tangier, tanhaa, tanner, Tantra, Tanya,
tartar, tata, tater, Tatler, tatter, taubah, tawer, tazer, tchotchke, tear air, tear hair, tear here, tear tear, tear tears, tear there, tearer, teaser, teeter, teether, Tekwar, temper, templar, temptour, tender, tendre, tenner, tenor, tenser, tenter, tepor, tercia, t/error, terror, terser, tessere, tether, tethere, tetters, tew-taw, tewter, th … ir, Thalia, thar-vore, that’re, The Air, The Cure, The Doors, the snare, their hair, them thar, there are, there there, therefore, these tears, theta, they’re there, thider, thikke knarre, thither, thonder, thrasher, three cheers, three four, three R’s, three stars, Thriller, thrimmer, Thumb gears?, thumpa, thumper, tiar, tidder, tiddler, Tigger, tighter, tikker, tilde, timber, time-share, Times Square, ting ear, tingler, tinka, tinkle, Tippa, Tipper, tipper, titter, to err, toaster, toddler, Tonga, Tonka, too pure, tooter, toother, tootser, tootsuh, toper, torpor, t’other, totter, toucester, tounger, tourer, tower, traitor, trala, Tramps huh?, trappure, trasher, trawa, traytour, tree ear, trekker, tremor, tresoor, tresor, trière, Trigger, trigger, trishna, trocar, troika, trompour, trotter, trzeba, tuba, tugger, tumor, tuna, tundra, tungla, Turds here!, tusker, tuta, tutor, tutta, tutter, Tuumba, Tuva, tuyère, twaddler, twang bar, twanger, twitter, two curs, twofer, tygre, Tyra, u r, udder, ulna, ultra, Uma, ummer, umpa, umpire, Una, unbar, unda, Up yours!, usure, Utah, utter, uurraahl, uva, vacker, valor, Vanna, vapor, Var âh?, varder, varför, varna, Veda, Vedder, veneer, venture, verger, Verver, Vesta, vexer, via, vibester, vicar, Victor, victor, vigor, Vista, vista, Viva, viva, vizla, voder, voila, vooba, voola, voucher, V.R., vulgar, vulture, vulva, wa/ga, wabbler, wader, wafer, waffa, wah wah, waiter, Wajda, wakes our, walka, wallah, wanker, wanna, war whore, war years, warmer, waster, water, waver, waza, wazir, we are, We are?, we’re your, weather, weaver, wee hours, weeper, weesa, weezer, wefer, Weimar, Weird huh?, well dear, well yeah, welsher, wecher,
went there, Went where?, wera, were there, were years, Werther, wet chaw, wetter, wetware, wfter, wha’ ga’, whacker, whadda, whapper, what’cha, whatta, whether, whethers, wheel-chair, wheezer, where there, wherefore, whether, whiddler, whiffler, whiggler, whimper, (whimpers), whipper, whisker, Whistler, whistler, whither, whittler, Who cares?, Who ma?, who wore, Who’s there?, whooper, Whopper, whopper, whoop-straw, whose rear, whuther, why-vore, why-waw, widder, widdler, wigger, wilde fyr, windore, Windsor, winna, wire-haired, witcha, withther, witter, vivere, wivver, wiltur, woare, wobbler, wodur, woer, woofer, worn tire, worra, wotcha, wrencher, writer, wucha, X-tra, Xenia, xulture, Ya-Ya, yabba, yah sah, yaller, yander, yank yours, ybore, ydrawe, yeah here, yeah sure, Yeah where?, Years’ War, yeddler, yeller, yia, yiddler, Yoda, yoga, yon-der, Yonkers, you are, youghta, younker, Yowza!, yslawe, yucca, yuga, zaffar, Zaire, zeehere, Zen? Yeah, zenga, zegarna, zhittler, ziddler, zillah, Zima, zinger, zither, zonder, zoospore, zooter, Zsa Zsa, zuder;
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A few hours, A is for, a keeper, a kipper, a layer, a liar, a lotta, a nice pair, a real bore, a sao la, a tout faire, aahistah, aawaarah, aawaazah, aYaYandah, abattoir, abaya, Abelard, abscissa, accrever, achatour, achaura, Acura, acushla, acute fear, Ææa, aflutter, africare, afro-hair, Agharta, ahimsa, Aida, air fouler, airbladder, airfare war, Aktorka, Al Fatah, Al Roker, albacore, Albert Speer, Alcina, Alcoa, Aldona, aleconner, alegar, Alfalfa, algebra, Algenzir, all cower, all dogs are, all men are, alnagar, aloha, alzheimer, ambrosia, amoeba, an or a, Ananda, anaphor, ancestor, and aah-aah, and beaters, and better, and bigger, and bleepers, and blippers, and bloppers, and blotters, and die or, and dumber, and eft siren, and farther, and fingers, and further, and last year, and longer, And Peter?, and rubber, and tear bears, and the raw, and therefore, and thinner, and uh huh, and what's more, Aneta, angina, angoria, angular, anither, anitya, Ann Landers, annicca, aorta, apehanger, apnea, approwour, arbiter, arbor or, arch-slacker, Arcita, are farmers, Are you sure?, Are you there?, area, armpit hair, aroma, around here, arsch ficker, Aruba, asanka, ass dancer, ass eater, ass kisser, ass ripper, ass spunda, assever, at alpha, atazir, athanor, attacker, Attica, au contraire, au pair’s peers, A Rebours, au sommaire, auncestres, austere stare, avant-garde, avant guerre, avatar, Aveda, avidya, aw poor queer, axilla, azalea, azure air, Ba’s pressure, babeblather, Baby Bear, back breaker, back burner, back to where, back whacker, Backstabbers, bad actor, bad manners, bad mutha, badania,
bag-o-wire, bagbiter, bah and pa, balboa, ball blinder, ball buster, ballhooter, Balthasar, banana, bandanna, bandoola, bannister, Bar Mitzvah, bar brawler, Barbara, barber chair, bare raw rear, bare rear scar, barf rivers, barf-o-la, bariah, barooga, barrier, barrister, Bart Homer, Bas Mitzvah, bassmaster, bastard wear, batterer, Battista, bazonga, be all yours, be Buddha, be indoors, be me fear, be prepared, be water, Bea Arthur, bear devour, Beckmesser, Beck•Loser, Become more?, bed wetter, bedswerver, Beefeater, beep-beep yr., beggestere, behaviour, behind bars, belch chaser, Belle Cordière, belles-lettres, bellweather, Belshazzar, Ben Dover, bend my ear, bent over, beobachter, beop twa, Beretta, Bern Porter, beslubber, Best Seller, best beggere, best bidder, Bette Midler, better pour, (bewildered), Bic shovers, Big Bertha, Big Bopper, Big Brother, big dipper, big hoo-ha, billig/dyr, billionaire, Billy Shears, Billy Squier, Binaca, biosphere, bip-boom-ba, bird watcher, bird-butch, biretta, bissy cure, bitchier, bitter teere, bitumba, black baller, Black Caesar, black future, black members, Black Panther, blackadder, blackamoor, Blade Runner, blah blah blah, blanche-manger, blast the chair, blondes preferred, blood and gore, bloodletter, bloodsucker, Bloom. Better, blow chowder, blue baller, blue-collar, boastbusters, Bob Barker, Bobbiteer, body jar, bogtrotter, Bonanza, bonebreaker, boneheader, bonesetter, bong water, Bongwater, boot lover, boot-licker, bored to tears, boudin noir, boy wonder, boys don’t wear, bra-burner, bra rasta, Brad Majors, brain your blurs, brain-hanger, brainflower, Braun Eva, Breakfast Squares, breast cancer, breast teacher, breastsummer, breathe no more, brief flutters, brigadier, brouhaha, brounfella, Brown Sugar, Bruce Weber, Brünnhilde, bubbula, Budweiser, buff bare fear, builta, bull bucka, Bull or bear?, bullbeggar, bum tickler, bumfodder, bump fighter, burletta, burn rubber, burn usa, burn water, Burning Spear, burr bra blare, bury her, bush tetra,
Bush Tetras, bushbeater, bushbumber, butt leather, butt tuba, buttbanger, buttburger, buttscrubber, by the ears, cabala, cabalal, cabbalah, cadaver, Caesar’s share, Cagnes-sur-mer, calf-slobber, call letters, calubra, camcorder, came later, camembert, can’t clear their, candela, canned laughter, cantata, cardholder, carnivore, carve the air, cassava, cassia, caste no bar, cat color, cataphor, catheter, Cha Cha Cha, chafferer, Chairman Ma, Chanukah, charaagaah, charisma, haunting clear, cheap labor, cheap sneakers, cheesy shore, chelaundre, Cher’s clear claws, Chestnut Mare, chewbacca, Chicana, Chief Bender, Chihuahua, chilbladder, childef mooder, chilly here, CHiPs circa, choke-collar, chondria, chopped liver, chowchilla, Chuck Yeager, chuleta, chunkmeister, cimeter, cinnabar, circular, citing ear, clam chowder, clam slammer, clammin, clancular, clapperclaw, claver, Claw ‘n’ Paw, clean the floor, clear chair core, clepsydra, climacter, clit clapper, cloaca, clod-hopper, close the door, closet queer, clown slapper, coal porter, cobweb air, cocksucker, cocktail hour, cockteaser, cognisour, cola war, colander, colcothar, cold shower, Cole Porter, colporter, come colors, concolour, confessor, conscience clear, consessor, contessa, coon shouter, Cop Killer, cop-sock-er, copayva, copula, cordwainer, cornea, coroner, corridor, coryza, coup de coeur, coup de gras, cow-tipper, cows and beer, CPR, crapola, crapshooter, Crayola, crazier, creamy prayer, creancer, creep hanger, creme de la, Cremora, crepehanger, Cristes mooder, Croatia, croix de guerre, crotch grabber, Cruella, crumbsucker, crush under, crystal clear, cucumber, cuddapah, culledar, cult hardware, culture czar, cum grinder, cumbrella, cunctator, cupola, curb feeler, cures not wars, cuspidor, cut punter, Cut Your Hair, cylinder, cynosure, Czarina, D.A.R., dadua, dallier, dambuilder, damp fritters, dancing bears, dapifer, dare enter, dare to care, dark sucker, darsana, Darth Vader, darwaazah, dating Cher, Day Tripper,
de-nosed squire, dead mother, dead Santa, deaded on da, debenture, debonair, decanter, December, decent, deep thinker, deewaahah, Def Lepper, deflower, deforsor, dehorner, dejecture, delator, delenda, Delilah, deyvere, demeter, Demi Moore, demurrer, den showers, depressor, der Alte, derrière, desirer, deve vine law, devotchkas, diahre, Diana, dibbida, Dick fingered?????, Did you hear?, didapper, digiqueer, dikelouper, Dinty Moore, dip blatz beer, dirt dagger, disfavor, disfigure, dishumor, dismember, disodor, distemper, ditch croaker, dizbuster, do a beer, do better, do dinner, do-gooder, do kia, Do or Dare, Do you care?:, doc hopper, doe a deer, dog flogger, dog pressure, dogeater, dogg catcher, dogwater, don’t bodda, don’t bother, don’t matter, doomy ugh, door to door, doowhatcha, dope dealer, dotted hours, dove-seller, down under, downpressor, dragged under, draw a dare, dreamcatcher, droopy drawers, drop catcher, drop chowder, dry humor, Dubliners, duckwalker, duenna, dulia, Dustbuster, dyrea, E E Yah, eager ears, ear acre, ear of air, earth mama, earth-cigar, earth-shatter, East Coker, East River, eat me raw, eat spiders, eavesdropper, Ebola, ech oother, edea, edgy stars, eek of heer, eerier, egg under, eggs over, either ear, Either/Or, Elektra, Elijah, elixir, emgalla, empogheda, empyema, en rapport, enamour, engender, enna caar, enta da, entendre, envier, epocha, Epstein-Barr, erector, errata, Escada, escheater, estover, et uxor, eunoia, even here, even more, everclear, evermoore, ex-Kaiser, ex-kisser, ex-Tonka, exacta, excheator, exchequer, exophor, extensor, extra clear, eyelid stars, ezinesters, Fa-cé-la, face dancer, face sticker, facula, fair is fair, fallow deer, far fewer, fare the wors, farfisa, farrier, farther-more, fartknocker, farthouse, fat for years, fatal flaw, FDR, fear era, fear for Cher, fear for years, fear of hear, fear of here, feel better, fellmonger, femina, femmier, fer ne ner, fer suckers, ferreter, ferula, feuterer, fewterer, fibula, figua, filacer, file
under, filled with fear, find funga, find sucker, Finistère, finisterre, firecracker, first in war, firstkeefer, fiscal year, fish finger, fish ladder, fish on sheer, fistular, fit upstairs, five-finger, flag-waver, Flaming Star, Flatliners, flatterer, flea powder, fleshmonger, flip-floppers, floodgater, floor waltzer, flosolver, flowmaster, flycatcher, folia, food to care, foot of air, footlicker, for better, for fever, for her fur, for your years, forced laughter, Formica, forther moor, forty years, four fewer, Frank Stella, Frank Zappa, frankfurter, Franz Kafka, Fred Astaire, free from flaws, freeloader, french cruller, french tickler, friendly fire, Frigidaire, frogeater, frosty hoar, fruiterer, fryzura, fuck gender, fuck roller, fucks like a, fudge over, fudge packer, fumiter, funkateer, Funny na?, furmenger, furthermore, fuschsia spore, Fynystere, gag order, Ganesha, ganginggear, gannoker, garden claw, Gargantua, gas chamber, gas guzzler, gas huffer, gay basher, Gaye Bikers, gayola, gazungas, geargrinder, geek culture, gefilte, geistiger, gel weller, gelcharger, Gen Xers, ger-laughers, geraflour, Gere’s hamster, Gerhilde, germ warefare, German for, get higher, get it here, get over, get some gear, gheebat or, gibbier, gill-hooter, gilofers, gingefere, Girlina, girly gear, girmigaw, giz fizzler, gladua, glass boner, glass slipper, glaucoma, glaze-over, glue sniffer, go figger, go ga-ga, Go gamma!, go get her, go Goya, go-nowhere, goatsucker, god butter, God flowers, God is pure, God Jr., God’s shoulders, Godly Fere, Godzilla, gold-digger, Goldfinger, Golgotha, gongoozler, good-natured, goodbye pa, goode fader, Goodfellas, goodlooker, gossamer, gowater, gracias, Granada, Grand Jew-Bah, Grand Puba, granola, gravediggaz, Gray Panthers, Green Acres, green father, greffier, Grenada, grimgrubber, grisamer, Griselda, griz better, grogquaffers, grrrl gubner, Guernica, Guinevere, gun on chair, Gummi Bears, gun powder, gunfodder, gwaan mega, gym butter, gym manners, ha ha ha, had mouse-ear, Haggadah, hair curler, hair dresser, hair dryer, hair
farmer, hair in paw, hairy years, hakama, half gainer, Hamburglar, hanaper, hand tripper, hand warmer, hand wringer, Hans Hotter, haranguer, hardcore gore, harde fader, hardkisser, harpsichord, has big ears, hatcheller, have hooters, He of Haws, he’s a whore, head cleaner, (head lowers), head banger, headhunter, headshrinker, hear her clear, hear her hare, hear her heir, hear her here, hear her huh, hear her purr, heard hearer, hearing ear, heart breaker, heath brunner, heelflipper, Hegira, Heil Hitler, Heimweher, hellcrusher, hellebore, hellhamster, hello deh, hellraiser, hemina, hence they are, hennaed hair, heora, her error, her fair hair, her for fur, her sour hair, her sour tears, herbivore, “here” here, here here, hereafter, heretofore, hernia, Herr Boobser, herrubber, hers all hers, Hershey Bar, heve of harre, Hey meester!, Hey Rama, Hey tiger!, Hezbollah, high ladder, higher cares, higher chairs, higher cheers, higher doors, higher drawers, higher fares, higher fears, higher laws, higher lores, higher paws, higher prayers, higher scares, higher scores, higher spheres, higher stairs, higher stars, higher tears, higher tors, higher whores, higher years, Hildegarde, him of her, Him or her?, hip-hugger, hir leyser, hitmaker, hizzoner, hlonipa, ho and uh, hoggaster, Hogge of Ware, hold the wire, Holy War, home pepper, hommes d’affaires, homocore, honda twa, horror core, horsecourser, horsefeathers, horselitter, horsepower, horseshitter, housesitter, hosana, Hot Tuna, hot and tired, hot mooner, house burner, house nigger, houseliter, housedere, however, Howitzer, Hrimthursar, hubby dear, huckster er, Hudsucker, huge goiter, Hugh Hefner, Hugh Kenner, hum under, hyena, I ate her, I dodder, I gots ta, I-lighter, i sabbah, I saw her, I smell ya, I suffer, I Tina, I wonder, I’ll Be There, I’ll grease yours, I’ll scratch yours, I’ll tell ya, I’ll yank yours, I’m all ears, I’m all for, I’m flattered, I’m gonna, I’m not sure, i’m she/her, I’ve been there, ich liebe, idea, idler hours, if ever,
Ikea, ikura, imbower, immature, in a rear, in arrears, (in despair), in either, in order, in-over, in somma, in the raw, in the rear, in their hair, incerta, ancestor, incisor, incumber, Indeed-la!, indenture, India, infanta, ingestar, inhale air, Inkatha, inneaw, inner core, inner ear, inner sphere, innerwear, inquire here, insincere, insofar, interfere, iota, is not shared, is a raa, issima, istia, it figures, it layer, it seems clear, it’s not fair, Is that fair?, jabberer, jabberjaw, jabita, Jack on fire, Jack Spicer, Jack the bear, jam lover, Jane Fonda, Janyvere, japanner, Jataka, jaw-dropper, jawbreaker, Jean Renoir, Jehovah, Jersey hair, jeux de guerre, jewier, Jil Sander, jirricksha, jizz Edgar, Joan Rivers, Jocasta, jock fodder, Joe Mama, Joe Strummer, jogelour, John Jr., jojoba, Jolt Cola, jornada, Joshua, Joujouka, journ-chopper, Joyce either, Judge Wapner, jugglemear, jugular, juniper, Jupiter, just make her, justaucorps, ka-bhookha, kabala, kabbala, kabbalah, kachina, karuna, Katie Beers, kavanah, kavehazs, kazonga, kerana, ketubah, khemara, kibitzer, Kibumba, kicked upstairs, kid leather, kierowca, kill a score, Kill Rock Stars, Killdozer, Killing Floor, kiltula, kimona, kinder ear, Kiss covers, kiss paper, Kiss: you are, kitty fur, klammerer, Knee-Clubbers, knock the tar, knock-knobbler, know future, Kojaka, koncepcja, Konstrukcja, kookier, która, kukula, Kurt Schwitters, kvetcher, L.A. Law, La Bamba, La Bruyère, la-de-da, La Scala, La Strada, la-volta, label whore, labor law, lack manner, lackluster, laissez faire, lakhs and crores, lamb’s-quarters, Lambada!, lamia, lamina, landlouper, landlubber, lane changer, lank taper, lap dancer, last hurrah, Latina, LaToya, lavender, lavolta, Laws what laws? Le Tigre, lead-eater, leak better, leftover, Legionnaire, legwarmer, lenger dure, leotard, les affaires, Lesbia, Lesley Gore, less is more, léthifère, lewica, lewis’d’or, lief and deere, Life Savers, like rock star, like they were, linear, linia, lisps whispers, (lit is there), little sir, lobola, log roller, log sewer, Lolita, Look who’s
here!, loot and lore, Lord Haw-Haw, loud and clear, loutish boor, lovecurler, lovelier, low hangers, low rider, lower tar, Lucifer, Luftwaffe, Lumnia, lung butter, luvafair, lyf may dure, lymytour, Lypsinka, Lyvia, ma as mare, ma rigpa, ma to Mars, mâchefer, macula, Madonna, Mafia, Mahatma, mainpernor, mainstream more, maître-clerc, make-overs, mal de mer, mal-lomar, malsama, Mama Weer, man falters, man-o-war, man quart thwar, manchewer, Manchua, mancurser, mandater, mandator, manfearer, manfeather, manfeeler, manfluffer, manfucker, mangrabber, manhater, manhatter, manhooker, manjoola, mankicker, mankissar, manlicker, manmooa, manmuffer, manmurmur, manmutha, manneuter, mannogger, manodor, manover, manpamper, manpeter, manphucker, mansapper, manshamer, manslapper, mansmatter, mansnacker, manspawner, manstuffer, mansucker, manswaller, manwhiskers, manteaser, mantiger, mantonguer, mantua, mantweener, manumpa, manunder, manurer, manvacker, manwaller, manweaver, martial law, Masada, masala, Matsuda, matted-hair, Max Factor, Max Fleisher, Max Klinger, Max Yasgur, Mazepa, Mazzy Star, me marva, me-tooer, me wall ears, meander, meat cleaver, meat over, meat water, meatmeister, Medea, Medina, medular, mégathère, Mehr Baba, Melanctha, melisma, members here, memember, menorah, merenda, Messiah, met a mere, metamere, metaphor, metayer, mezzuzah, miasma, mic checka, Michael Kors, Mick Jagger, micraner, mid-career, militia, Milk Momma, milk maker, milk plasma, millionaire, mimmina, min nama, mind wanders, mind your hours, mine yours our, minever, miniver, minky star, Minolta, minutize, mirror-clear, Misella, misfeature, mitella, mixmaster, mo’ better, Moc lustra, mock oyster, modern myrrh, moll-buzzer, moniker, monkey paw, monoha, moooder deere, moon data, moon starer, moonplastered, Moonraker, more and more, more major, more moolah, More
More More, more per paw, more workers, moreover, mother’s fears, motte de beurre, Mount Pisgah, Mouseketeer, mouth-honor, Mr. Meer, much better, muchel moore, muckraker, muddier, muff burger, muff tougher, muffineer, mulciber, murmurer, Murphy Mur, Murphy’s law, mush-faker, mushier, Must you purr?, mutterer, muy guapa, my asthma, my center, my father, my potnah, My Sweet Lord, N’Dea, nadeeah, nags bridler, nah naw ne’er, nail biter, name either, naraza, Naropa, nasal sore, Nausea, nausea, near the far, nebula, neckbreaker, neither here, net-cha-cha, never fear, new offer, newer noir, newly poor, neither nor, nihaoma, nimgrim-mer, 9 fewer, Nirvana, nirvana, Nivea, (no answer), no answers, No Future, no matter, no odor, no order, no paper, No Quarter, no sugar, no threat there, no wonder, noisemaker, nonjuror, noon oother, nor either, Norm-from-Cheers, nose-bleeder, nose odor, nosepicker, nostrils are, not appear, not bitter, not we theirs, notepaper, nothing here, November, Noxema, nullipore, number for, number four, nummular, nut-tier, nya nya nya, oakier, occular, ociffer, octalpa, October, odd number, Odessa, odlegla, oedema, of others, off center, off color, off kilter, oh brother, Oh mother!, oh yes there, old geezer, old timer, on vapors, on welfare, onager, ondrattra, ondoar, 154, one less car, Ooh-La-La!, opaquer, opera, oppressor, or a car, or aura, or bugger, or fewer, or herefore, or later, or therefore, orator, orb chipper, organza, osela, osier, ossature, our affairs, our ardour, our era, our error, our shoulders, out number, out of beer, out of doors, out wankers, outnumber, outridere, over here, overslaugh, Oxota, ozæna, pa’s peepers, pacemaker, Padua, page-turner, pagina, Paideuma, painkiller, pairs of pores, pairs of prayers, pajama, pancaker, Pangaea, pannier, Pantera, papater, paramour, pargetter, pariah, parwhobbler, pass over, Passover, patch figures, Paul Anka, Paul Revere, Pauly Shore, pay cashier, pay per paw, payola,
peacemaker, peach melba, pearldiver, peas and wars, pedicures, pee pleasure, pee pressure, peer per peers, peer pleasure, peer pressure, pen-pusher, pengilla, penumbra, perfecta, Peter Pears, petitfor, Petrochka, phan of Phair, Phasipha, Phil Spector, phobia, phunk wucha, piastre, pieter, pig gelder, pig patter, pigfucker, pilaster, pilferer, pill-popper, pillover, pimenta, pinafore, pinch-hitter, pinking shears, pinot noir, piqueerer, plaisterer, planétaire, plethora, plough-jogger, plumpeters, plunderer, pneumonia, poema, poetaster, poetlore, poindexter, poire poires poivre, Polaka, polar bear, poleclimber, polega, polisser, pollaver, pollenger, polymer, pommes de terre, pompadour, pontoon pair, pony-hair, pooge tower, pool filter, poombukar, poompumar, poor fella, Poor Fucker, poor pa’s prayers, pop era, pop losers, PopLlama, pork nowhere), porte-cochère, portreyou, posoka, pot sticker, pot-wabbler, Potiphär, pour over, pourer scoler, pourparler, praktisour, pralltriller, pravica, prayer hater, precentor, precut squares, predator, preferer, premature, presbyter, Price Chopper, prikasour, prince rinser, process hair, profiteer, prolétaire, promocja, pronoia, propunger, protractor, prude suckers, prune shitters, pubic hair, pudenda, pudgala, pudina, Puella, pull over, pulled over, pullover, puranpur, Pure Guava, Purina, purpusture, puss snagga, pussy fur, Put’er there!, pykepurs, qabbala, qabbalah, quacksalver, quasida, Que pasa?, Quebecois, queer horror, queer’s sore rear, queerly clear, queerestar, quicksilver, quinola, quinona, quintons here, quvalester, r racer, rabbit ears, rackrenter, radar whore, Rahula, raisin squares, Ramada, ramraider, Range Rover, Rannnn-queeeeeeet Beerrrrrr, rapid fire, rare error, rare or raw, rare scar raw, Rated R, raunch somewhere, raw error, Raw Power, raw rear queer, raw rear scar, Raymond Burr, rear ender, Red Lobster, red snapper, red zinger, redubber, refeer here, refer here, rejigger, rémunère, Revolver, revulva, Rhett
Butler, Richard Gere, Rig Veda, right rapture, right-wingers, ring finger, Ring Of Fire, ring raider, ring stinger, Ringo Starr, Rip Taylor, risktaker, Ritz Crackers, rixdollar, rm -r, RoadRunner, Roc Weiler, Rock Lobster, rock thrower, Rococo “R”, roll over, romola, Ron Vawter, Roseanne Barr, Roshumba, rottweiler, Roy Rodgers, ruin her, rump ranger, running scared, runt stunter, Rush Limbaugh, Russ Meyer, ryzyka, Sai Baba, salad bar, saliva, salt cellar, saltier, Sam Sarah, same manner, samsara, sand ever, sans secours, Santana, savannah, savoir-faire, saw raw queer, saw raw rear, saw raw scars, saw sheer shore, saw sheer sphere, saw sour sore, say “Answer”, say for sure, saynomore, scapula, scapular, scatterer, scence from a, schmoozolla, school bagger, scimitar, scolae-mater, score a rear, scoria, scout’s horror, scouts honor, scratch on chairs, scrofula, scrotineer, scrutator, scuffed the floor, scumfucker, scummier, scumsucker, se sexta, 2nd for, secular, secunda, self-chewed ear, sell it there, semaphore, senator, Seneca, September, sequester, sequoia, severed ear, sex-power, sex worker, Shah’s raw scars, shapechanger, share spare spore, shave the poor, she-bopper, she was war, shed a tear, shed lustre, (sheds a tear), sheep snickers, sheepbiter, shear changer, sheer cold sore, sheer pleasure, sheer terror, sheet slipper, shrifte-fadres, shigella, shillelagh, shirt lifter, shit hitter, shit juss’ tha, shit on here, shit stacker, shoe-gazer, shoplifter, shorter hair, shot calla, should whether, shower prayers, shrifte-fadre, shunyata, sick and tired, sickener, sickinna, side of slaw, sieze Caesar, silana, siliqua, Silk Skin Paws, silk slammer, sim-sala, Sin harder!, sincere tears, sine qua, sinecure, Singapore, sinister, sinoper, Sir! Yes sir!, sis boom bar, sisseizor, sit down here, sitting here, skankier, skeevier, skin chamber, skinnier, skirt-chaser, skool breakers, skritch of whirr, skronk rocker, skrunkier, skule’s over, skunkier, Skynda på!, slapper, (slamming door), sleeper, sleazier, sleep eight hours, sleepwalkers,
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honoure, hooting ondatra, hormone don’t pay her, horsehair suspenders, hot dogs $1.00, hot fuckin’ Tina, Hot Fuckin’ Tuna, hots for Demi Moore, hottentot tutor, hotter or harder, How did that get there?, hummers oops drummers, hunting the slipper, hurrah and huzzah, hymnophobia, hypertext browser, hypochondria, I am just not clear, I am the illa, I asked him whether, I began to tire, I believe in whirrs, I can break a pear, I can do no more, I change underwear, I despise actors, I don’t remember, I don’t want to bore, I dream teenagers, I Got The Power, I grow I prosper, I had the answer, I hate my father, I hate my mother, I hate my sister, I hate your mother, I have a spot here, I I everywhere, I is another, I is for Ida, I pushed it too far, I really don’t care, I saw what I saw, I solemnly swear, I still have the scars, I took a tonga, I want a new car, I was free to hear, I was unaware, I will not keep 4, I wonder whether, I would polish their, I loved who you were, I’ll drive. Bend over, I’ll come back stronger, I’ll have a rootbeer, I’m a great lover, I’m moving to Mars, I’m A Believer, I’m losing my hair, (I’ve seen you out there), I’ve stolen all their, Ice Ice Baby. Brrrrrr, icing each other, idiolalla, if brains were water, if one keeps aware, if sounds and words were, if sounds like “ba” are, if the shoe fits wear, if their meanings were, if you deal with tar, illicitator, illiterature, impulse to titter, (in a loud whisper), in absentia, in awe of Job’s tears, in bed with saucers, In full bloom. Better, In Living Color, In manus tuas!, in short — I fucked her, in their own manner, in there and we hear, inamorata, incinerator, increments never, incunabula, Indian giver, infundibular, ink predecessors, inner and outer, insidiatot, interotica, interpolator, interscapular, Is a superstar!, Is it cobweb air?, Isabel Archer, it becomes sincere, It Can’t Happen Here, it can’t happen here, it just India, it might be a chair, it tastes like flowers, it was a pleasure, it’s a mess in there, it’s not square to care, It’s Now Or Never, it’s
really out there, it’s so bright in here, it’s the last frontier, it’s your tax dollars, itchy to bugger, J. Edgar Hoover, Jacko Tear Jerker, jag förstår inte, Je ne fucking quois, Jean-Baptiste Molière, Jello Biafra, jerk the Jehovah, Jerry Garcia, Jesuit boxer, Jesus blood never, jimmy protector, jingo or junker, jizzy yehuda, Joan LaBarbara, Josef Mengele, Jostlin’ the Elder, joy knob kielbasa, jugular letter, just roll a bomber, kevo bo beeva, konsiderata, Kalifornia, Karen Carpenter, karmic wada-da, keep up the shit raw, Kenny fucks spiders, Khaddi or Khaddar, khidri tai-gensa, kill it then and there, kill the messenger, kinesthesia, Kinetic Honda, kissing a smoker, knee grows everywhere, know your endorser, knowledge is power, La Dolce Vita, La Favorita, La Giocanda, La Traviata, Lady Godiva, lalochezia, lamp of life lobster, language barrier, Lankavatara, lap dance hernia, last year’s lost dollars, late-blooming boomers, leaden-eyed despair, learn from the water, leave it forever, legends and losers, lend me ten dollars, Leo Durocher, Leon Klinghoffer, Lesbopalooza, let loose beef rashers, let me turn monster, let your yeah be yeah, Let’s Stay Together, lick chops and basta, licorice wicker, life as theater, life is something more, light as a feather, light from a dead star, lighter & lighter, lighthearted letter, like oil on water, like the ul-cheaper, lingering finger, Lionel Tiger, lips sing in labor, lipsanotheca, liquor is quicker, liquor store world tour, literature tires, Little Jack Horner, little lambs no more, live teddy bears are, living in la-la, lobster thermidor, Lollapalooza, long before others, look to the queen there, Loosen up! Who cares?, looser and looser, losers from winners, lost years lost dollars, Louis Althusser, Louise and Thelma, lousy freeloaders, love is fer suckers, love is the answer, lover’s lips after, low on Pop you lair, Lucrezia Borgia, lure away lawyers, lux et voluptas, ma bella luna, Ma! Pa! Whoops-a-la!, Maceo Parker, Macintosh Quadra, Magic Eye Picture, Mahabarata, Mahatma
Minor, make bread without straw, make go-go putter, makes my cat purr ear, makes my mouth water, male nostalgia, mama pajama, Man of La Mancha, man sal taa of twas, man-eating ogre, manage to expire, mantuamaker, manila lila, manual labor, Mao more than ever, Margaret Verver, Maria Shriver, Mario Lanza, Martin Heidegger, Mary Tyler Moore, masala dosa, Mass in B Minor, Mastercard/Visa, Max Factor factor, Max’s Kansas-a, meatball regular, meatball regulars, Meatloaf for dinner?, meatplow cholita, Medea culture, meet more shitty bore, megahadoota, Men In Aida, mental enema, mescal endeavor, messier affairs, metal detector, Metal Militia, mi Uzi weighs a, Mi Vida Loca, microphone bleeder, mid-knacker snacker, might-have-been-tingler, Miller High Life beer, mind over matter, “Minds” says another, Minivan Drama, mirage disappears, Mission of Burma, Mistress Formika, mixer cum grinder, moist expenditure, mom’s in a dumpster, mon-eyescrivener, Moon Unit Zappa, more and more water, more better faster, more cars than you are, More fudge Miss Taylor?, more fuel for the fire, more — I don’t know — pure, (more on this later), more than mascara, more workers prefer, Mother Teresa, mother’s aorta, movers and shakers, Mph. Snrph. Whassup? Huh?, Mr. Cashdollar, muddier waters, mugged by gorillas, music is of more, music to my ears, mutated member, muzaffarnagar, my afro’s on fire, my bugged out desires, my dad went gaga, my dear I don’t care, my former dealer, my friends go ga-ga, my jaw is lava, my work for others, Myra’s ma to Mars, Naked Jennifer, Nancy Sinatra, narrry unfit ma, nasal-stop cluster, Nature or nurture?, naugahyde is yours, Naughty by Nature, ne in noon oother, Nebuchadnezzar, neither here nor there, neither hither nor, neither spoken nor, neither will wither, never returner, New Line Cinema, niblets of faffner, nickel anymore), nickel bag flyer, nifty slurpee straws, 9mm, 1984, 1994, no city dust here, no rat droppings
here, no solicitors, no will is required, NoBrain worshipers, nonmelanoma, none whatsoever, nor both nor either, not intended for, Novice drug user?, now — a disclaimer, now for the answers, now he is no more, now to describe her:, Now what’s the matter?, nowhere near the car, nowhere to nowhere, nut meat inner core, nymphomania, O young Lochinvar, O Ypermystra, O.J.-ometer, obiter dicta, obnoxious hugger, obtusanfular, octonocular, odor can linger, odor of under, odorivector, of bear gallbladders, off as jock fodder, offending odor, oh no fashion beer, oh-ho and uh-huh, oh-oh-oh yeah-yeah, Oiling his wah-wah?, older and wiser, Oliver Twist ear, olla-podrida, on parking Karma, (on the verge of tears), once every four years, Once Were Warriors, once were worriers, one for my master, one inch of Shakespeare, one way ticket yeah, one who goes nowhere, one-eyed trout trouser, one-eyed worm wonder, one well timed lunar, onion ring answer, only then and there, opanayika, optional feature, or a pair of pores, or four floppolas, or it’s here somewhere, or scary monsters, or Tuva singers, or ubber-dubber, orategama, order the quarter, order whatever, others consider, others the other, our diarrhea, our future leader, our summer hours are, Our world? Our future?, out of hym and here, out of the thin air, over computer, over Ebola, over exophor, over or under, over sampled bars, over with creepers, overexposure, Oy! Do I suffer!, Oy ovay iz mir!, oysters or spiders, pa pa he slep pa, pa’s queer prayers shower, pacificator, padded labia, pain as a teacher, Pallas Athena, Pamela des Barres, pansy bulldaggers, paper hair curler, paper sack puncture, parallel structure, Paramahamsa, paramimia, pardon my blooper, paronychia, party is rubber, passion and grandeur, Passover seder, past tense singular, pat trip dispenser, pause to consider, Pax Britannica, peculiar career, pee-ee and pee-er, peel back the layers, peep show booth swabber, penal pullover, pentacapsu-
lar, people bring dollars, people everywhere, people look thinner, People of Color, people who are pure, Perfumania, perpetuana, persistent desire, person of matter, person singular, Peter Pan’s Shower, Peter The Dealer, pharmacopoeia, Phi Beta Kappa, phlegmphenomena, Picasso Trigger, pick of the litter, pig on a platter, pinball pocketeer, pioneer leader, piping elixir, piss and golden hair, piss and vinegar, pister impositor, pit bull terrier, Pitcher or catcher?, pity thy father, plastic slipcovers, please explain further, please respect others, please take a number, please warm my wiener, plies her with vodka, plucking the feathers, plumbers and surfers, (plus a few ringers), poetry matters, poker in the rear, Pollux and Castor, poop ship destroyer, pork on Yom Kippur, possessing neither, post-dubya-dubya, Found America, power to shower, powerhouse schnauzer, pre-op-cock-sucker, pre-op-cop-socker, pre-nasal wheezer, prepare for pa’s prayers, prevaricator, prospopoeia, prick me prick me yeah, Pride=Power, prioritizer, problem child squealer, Professor Longhair, prolegomena, prose literature, proves nothing Voltaire, psychedelia, punched a promoter, push him out of doors, put under coasters, [put your band name here], python siphoner, quacks blue quacks make her, Quadrophenia, Que Sera Sera, Queen of Corona, Queen Victoria, Questa o Quella, question all answers, question and butter, question the answers, quinquarticular, Quit licking my ear!, R is for Rhoda, racist opera, raddest thing ever, radiant beaver, radical gesture, rah rah sis boom bah, raw queer’s rear sour sore, razza-matazza, really remember, rectilinear, red and pink flavors, redoubled vigor, refrigerator, regular viewers, regurgitator, relive the laughter, reread another, resartus sartor, retroflex timbre, Richard Carpenter, rivers of Russia, roast beef or water, robbing foreigners, Rocket To Russia, rocks are God’s sculptures, Rome’s days are numbered, rose color stroof hire, rotten to the core,
row your ass back where, rubber pudenda, rubber spatula, ruined your summer, Russia (in Asia), Sabin Danziger, sac room spectator, Sachchidānanda, sacrificator, sailing on a prayer, Salami Lama, salted voobaha, same as it ever, sassy savoir faire, saturnalia, sausage and peppers, save your saliva, saw a sight-saver, saw sheer raw rear scars, saw sulfur structure, say “Ding!” at each floor, “Say su-gar.” “Su-gar.”, Scarlett O’Hara, scarring sister, scary area, schizophrenia, schleprock propeller, scopophilia, scratching the boarders, screwed by the dollar, scrotum self-repair, scrub your corona, Seconds of Pleasure, seen on Pavlov’s door, Seinte Petres soster?, seller of horror, semen and fiber, semicircular, sensitive paper, sensor and censor, sermocinator, setdown secular, severed at shoulder, sewer area, sex bombs in trauma, shake a brown bomber, Shakti and Shakta, Shann matched Tabaqah, she said she was tired, she smells like a bar, she’s a cop-sock-er, sheepskin seat-covers, sheer raw rear scar scare, sheketz or shiksa, shifting up a gear, shit from shinola, shit more to eat more, shit on his fingers, shit shave and shower, shit the media, shit-like camcorders, Shiva! Oh Shiva!, shiver me timbers, shock of a tazer, shoe in my armchair, shoot the scene over, short turns and encores, shortly thereafter, shout 1-2-3-4, show me a ‘footer, side winder binder, siempre viva, signing off the air, Sigourney Weaver, silly in 5 years, sim-sala-bim-ba, Simone de Beauvoir, sincere idea, Sinead O’Connor, Sister Golden Hair, (sits lost in wonder), sitting on the floor, 60654, Skullapalooza, slap a gag order, slaves of the future, sleazy old geezer, sleeping in a jar, sleepy ketubah, slide finger under, small breasts are chicer, (smelling his finger), smells getting sweeter, Smoke On The Water, smoker is quicker, smoking a kisser, snares supernova, sniff watch and finger, sniffing my finger, sniper in Nassau, so-cute-ya-wanna, so grease out nigga, social caliber, soft-handed slumber, some girls may require, some months it is yeah,
somebody’s shoulder, something or other, sonic transducer, sooner or later, sorry wrong number, sort of this thing where, Sound familiar?, space-age bachelor, Spare a spatula?, speed the pavement tore, spiderland washer, spill a lot of beer, spines all-a-shiver, split when its right for, Sport? Of what color?, spring into summer, Squirrel-Nut Zippers, S. Anthonies fier, staggering pleasure, stained teeth and fingers, Stand and Deliver, standard procedure, Star Spangled Banner, Star Spangled Bummer, star of home father, stately Wayne Manor, statement of number, stay high forever, steaming hot kanga, Steely Dan rather, Stephanie Seymour, Stiff Little Fingers, still life with matzoh, stoked on the jester, stones on another, stooty club culture, stop dissing Hammer, Straights of Gibraltar, Strain Andromeda, strapping apehanger, stream of ideas, stress table manners, stretching the borders, string of a reader, stringing together, stroking the thighs sir, structive behaviors, strung out on downers, studded dog collar, stuff it deep up there, stump in the gutter, substance abusers, suburban humor, suck the nipple sir, sucking on the stairs, sucking the preacher, (suddenly bitter), suffer ye thus far, suffering minors, sugar magnesia, summam scrutemur, summer’s idler hours, sunlight on the floor, sunny dinosaurs, super sarena, super valvular, super waheena, superdopepower, superior airs, supine spectators, supple and tender, surfing to Mecca, sweat out the digger, Swinging Neckbreakers, syllabic order, syllable counter, synaptic hardware, tabula rasa, tailor retailer, take a cold shower, take an enema, Take two. Feel better, takin’ a growler, tamale tooter, tarzan tarzana, technophobia, Teenage Lolita, tell me this before, tell within ten years, tenure for teachers, terrier terror, testificator, “that buzz in your ear, that particular, that Von Bargen flair, that wall has more ears, that we never wear, that’s what Poot is for, that’s going too far, that’s the mind killer, that’s what they’re there for, The Allman
Brothers, *(the audience roars)*, the Bay Area, The Best Joke Ever!!!!, the best of the year, the bigger picture, the cat’s pajamas, the chunky sputters, the cooked and the raw, the core idea, the corpuscular, the Counterculture, the deserving poor, The Dhammapada, the dream is over, the epicenter, the game starts over, The Great Dictator, The Happy Hooker, The Hasheesh Eater, the head of Tuna, The Hillside Strangler, The Honeymooners, the human shredder, the kick and the snare, the makeup master, the meat was over, The Merry Pranksters, the morning after, the name came later, the new is old here, the next Nirvana, the nineteenth letter, the old left hander, the pain is still there, the party’s over. The past was better!, The Power Broker, the pumpkin censor, the Queen of Sheba, the reader over, the reader under, The Reign of Terror, the remote stops here, the right to arm bears, the second day their, The Second World War, the smell of poppers, the smell of worn tires, The Sperminator, the Sphinx of Giza, the supreme mantra, the tripping spider, the tosser-saucers, the unheard hearer, the unthought thinker, the verbal junk store, the vice of manners, The Vietnam War, the way to enter, the weather is here, The Wings of Desire, the worst is older, their lonely corners, their predecessors, thejedimaster, then hey whatever, then you’re a loser, there are areas, there are no answers, there is nothing here, therefore wherefore here, they don’t do colors, they just want sneakers, they taste good to her, things are what they are, things will get better, think for the younger, think of a color, thinner and thinner, 39¢ more, (36 Chambers), this is a pleasure, this way the viewer, those pajamas were, those were some lean years, thou madest Eva, thrasher more hardcore, three days of fever, three four shut the door, Three Musketeers Bar, 3-speed back shaver, through a haze of tears, thus to transfigure, tighter & tighter, time was whatever, times without number, tither and tather, to eat more
shit more, to lie at death’s door, to please of others, to see I
need ears, to shit more eat more, to the Kiss covers, toast-
erover there, tobacco whacker, Tom and John Metzger,
tonight in Russia, Tony the Tiger, too fair to the fair, too much
mascara, tool-and-die workers, torn ear lobe repair, tornado
bowlor, torturing readers, tough rough wet whiskers, Tougher
Than Leather, toward transgender, tower of torture, Toxic
Avenger, trendy truth-seekers, trial and error, trigger your
pleasure, Tropic of Cancer, troughs of lasagna, Trout Mask
Replica, truculent hamper, tuna turn flounder, turkey hamb-
burgers, turkish fig peddler, turning a corner, turning to
flower, 24 before, 24 hour lure, 20 years younger, twinkles will
appear, two claws fave software, two degrees off square, two in
together, two patties smothered, two-tone boys of ska, U is for
Una, “Un anata wa?”, under erasure, under fudge packer,
under her tenure, under or over, under the veneer, under the
weather, underwear drawers, undreamt of butter, unknowable
(duh), unruly wazir, Until fathead here!, until he seesaw, until
then stay pure, uphill gardeners, urethra cleaner, usa el poder,
using the structure, utterly-utta, V is for Victor, Vagina Diner,
valium coma, van full of grandpas, Vancouver cougar, Vasco de
Gama, velvet urethra, velvet uvula, verbal arena, versificator,
vertical structure, Vesti la giubba, victims clamber their, Victor
D. Brenner, Viva Sativa, *(voice comes up stronger), (voice growing
fainter), vomiting cobra, von Bitter Rucker, Vulturuvarnar!, vul-
vamorphia, Waco gun dealer, Wagalaweia, Wagner’s operas,
Wagnermania, wake-and-bake nature, walk under ladders,
walking on water, walrus lisps whispers, Waltzing Matilda, War
and Santana, warm cancer cluster, was I ere I saw, we ask no
quarter, we don’t know whether, we really don’t care, we sing
together, we’re still sleepwalkers, we’re taking over, we’re talk-
ing cheese here, Welcome Back Kotter, well listener here, well
served its master, well the world showed her, were barely
aware, were black curly hairs, wet sari number, wetter and wet-
ter, wetter the bedder, wetter the better, whales and bats order,
What a jerk right? Yeah, What causes thunder?, What is
Nirvana?, what makes the answers, when glances linger, when I
made sculpture, when I’m sixty four, when in charge ponder,
when in doubt ignore, when in doubt power, where Jews
purge their tears, where oars are fingers, where the sneeches
are, where where over there, whez ma web-shooters, which I
remember, which therefore ignores, whimples hosanna, whirr
verbalizer, whispers and whiskers, White Castle Sliders, white-
trash-o-rama, whitherssoever, Who gets the finger?, Who stole
my water?, who what why when where, Who you callin’ a…?,
Who’s doing better?, Who’s minding the store?, whomever
and where, Why Centrum Silver?, Why look! It’s a pair!, Why
should we bother?, will weather warfare, Willie’s weed-whacker,
wind on the water, Winners and Losers, Winifred Wagner,
Winona Ryder, wirywivisloker, with standard dual air, withdraw
your member, without the ever, Wo ist Brűnnhilda, women lib-
bers are, Woodstock ’94, woodsy aroma, Woody and Mia,
woolsey expander, words on the cover, words tossed together,
wrenches the jerker, Wrestlenmania, wristy leg spinners, writers
are better, Xeramide Pur, xerox candy bar, Y U I Orta, yeah
free your mind sure, yeah hacha hacha, yearning and desire,
years in the litter, yellow Jewish stars, yes after dinner, “Yes” is
the answer, yidishe mama, yogurt has culture, Yoknapatawpha,
yoo in the butchers, you blondy liar, you can kiss; you are, you
get the picture, “you had to be there”, you have just
entered…, you have no h00ters, you hurt I suffer, you suck the
flower, You sure? Sure I’m sure, you’re getting warmer, you’re
moving forward, you’re not a failure, you’re quite the scen-
ester, You’ve Got The Power, Young Black Teenagers, younger
and tanner, your cheap aroma, your friend Tom Brokaw, your
guts for garters, your Mazda dealer, your poor daddy’s ear,
yours for $2, youth lasts for ever, yu idiot yah, Yugoslavia, Z is for Zilla, Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah;
A book of dates and fears, a boy’s first manicure, a cheap tawdry affair, a cigarette later, a cynical press corp, a day or so later, a diller a dollar, a double-beat meter, a double-meat beater, a friend lost his father, a glass for Elijah, a good stiff enema, a herb used by fullers, a jar full of fingers, a Jew lost a quarter, a Jew snaps his fingers, a Jonestown survivor, a kick for good measure, a knife through a picture, a Korean thump sir, a life-sized replica, A Night In Tunisia, a night like forever, a nonunderwired bra, a pack of rug-munchers, a pan found its cover, a pillow of pasta, a pleasure for either, (a prattish metaphor), a pricey hardcover, A Rainbow In Curved Air, a rubbing together, a sawing at his core, a slight of milk matter, a smiley face sticker, A spasm in the fore?, a splatter called nature, a spoken word lingers, a stay-bit and dinner, a stream of world hunger, a tear became a tear, a thing leads to others, a thoughtful one-pager, a very soft creature, a white Stratocaster, a word may start a war, a yarmulke of hair, ablutomania, Abraham Zapruder, absolutely splendor, abusing the daughter, accuracy factor, activists live longer, actually I’m sure, add half an houre and moore, Adobe Pagemaker, adventures in failure, Afrika Bambaataa, after Ten Years After, again felt a desire, air-conditioned mecca, airbladder gossamer, Al broke up with Sarah, Albacore ahimsa, all dogs are Chihuahuas, all for one and one for, all I can do is stare, Allah is everywhere, almost like you’re right there, almost obscene gesture, almost second nature, along with Sun Crunchers, alterna-bla bla bla, alterna-messiah,
alterna-ratchet jaw, always Coca-Cola, Am I a GenX’r?, Amish undertakers, ample expenditure, Amritsar Massacre, an autistic corner, anal cleft (cleft ear), ancient architecture, ancient paranoias, and a semi-whisper, and as a teenager, and he said nothing more, and he sticks into her, and here’s a refresher, and it might reappear, and it will be all yours, and left a goat for hire, and my hwa calendar, and no maybe never, and please — don’t quote me here, and rub it all over, and sheep on the pasture, and that is a pleasure, and the rocket’s red glare, and there was a cold war, and therefore jell faster, and things will get better, and to end at alpha, and with charming chutzpah, and withered roses IV, and you’re in a dumpster, andorra la vela, androgynous last year, Andy Warhol stutters, anemic cinema, animal abusers, animal enema, Anita and Kia, Anna Karenina, antepenultima, anyway I’m over, Aoxomoxoa, appear before your peers, appears to be a pear, appearslept through lectures, aquatic naysayer, Arachnophobia, archaic ideas, are better than others, Are my nostrils bigger?, are neither better nor, Are you scared of failure?, armpit hair aroma, Arriba! Arriba!, Arthur Schopenhauer, as we have done before, asleep upon a chair, assari virassa, asslicking minky star, asti-nasti-vada, at the top of stairs, aum blows upon vapors, aura appears aware, author from another, authority structure, avoid breathing vapors, Azzedine Alaïa, babushkaphobia, back with Smooch and Hoover, Backside boneless ones? Yeah, ball busting Bar Mitzvah, banana bandanna, bang your head on the floor, banister canister, barbaralalia, Barcelona bona, barebosomed blackamoor, bargain basement upstairs, barking makes my throat sore, Barney The Dinosaur, Baron Bets and Ginger, bastards with bushy hair, bathe in the morning air, be formless … be water, be Sure to be drier, be your own transmitter, beaker kicks the server, bear with you than bear ya, beat the hell out
of her, Beef. It’s what’s for dinner, before I was aware, before they can conquer, begin to get longer, being themselves obscure, bellybutton butter, beluga caviar, Ben and Ilene Dover, better Betty Botter, better late than never, better than a leper, better than another, better than the Boomers, betwixt a brown-noser, Beware! The end is near!, bidua a gymbye, Biff’s Toxic SwillBurger, bimbos are everywhere, bionic jellybear, bitter in its satire, black amputee Buddha, black snow and foul water, black sugar white sugar, blinking owly black tears, blippers bleepers bloppers, blissfully unaware, bloody diarrhea, blown out of the water, Blows Against The Empire, blue collar bird watcher, blunted bumpkin buskers, Bob The Anal Fissure, Bolshevik Behavior, bootblack wickerwhacker, bored to a bellwether, both knew how to shower, Boy what a bagbiter!, branded a rat killer, brief but bitter affair, bright-eyed brown-faced youngsters, bring that to me wall ears, brodie knob & spinners, Brush-a brush-a brush-a!, buddy-buddy banter, bug bit the big black bear, bumb blaster Kings cocker, bump into walls and doors, bunker down and not hear, burn more heat more shit more, Busier than before?, busyness to cover, but folks still chew gum here, but he remains bitter, but his pecker got sore, but I wonder whether, But wait! It gets better!, Butthead Metallica, by its very nature, by just quick erasure, cajun chicken pizza, call her Grandma Dada, called by the same letter, camembert crumbsucker, Can I take your order?, Can poetry matter?, Can we share the snapper?, can’t fish in waters where, can’t pronounce New Yorkers, cannabidulia, cannabis sativa, cardboard is tastier, card-carrying member, career-minded Yupsters, Carlos Castenada, carnivore disorder, “castrate” literature, cat “the can of tuna”, catatonic no more, Catholic catheter, Cats. Now And Forever, caves always have flat floors, CBS no greater, chheecckk yyououurr dduuuppleexx sswwiittc-chheerr, cerebral adventures, certainly Baudelaire, Charybdis
and Scylla, checks take two weeks to clear, cheese except limburger, cherry-just-to-sucker, chew pork chops on clipper, Chihuahua buttscrubber, China Cat Sunflower, Chinese water torture, Chock full o’ Bad Sectors, chocklet and venila, choking on warm-weather, chopped liver biosphere, chunky Taxi bubbler, Church of Euthanasia, churning milk of dharma, cld sit here forever, clear away the clutter, cocoa a cappella, coger de picua, color commentator, coloured inferiors, Come on snoozarama!, comedy of errors, comedy of t/errors, comma comma comma comma, commit no nuisance here, commuting with nature, complete self-surrender, composer-performer, consummate a summer, continuous moisture, contrary by nature, control your food triggers, controlled spasmimg bladders, copyrighting bothers, corporate and sincere, corridors of power, cosmic dance of Shiva, coulda woulda hadda, cows do it in leather, crazier I’m gonna, creeping on the under, creeps of literature, creepy polyester, crock kluge hack win feature, crumpled up newspapers, cubic craponia, Cuchulain and Emer, culture victims clamber, da ga pa ta and ka, Dada Dalai Lama, Daddy’s little Hitler, daloonga daloonga, darker and crunchier, das all datsa a endha, date for female power, dayglo black-light poster, Dear Ru: A hymn to her, Dear SMadamir, death before dishonor, debonair fistula, deconstruction worker, Deeper! Harder! Faster!, delirium tremors, Della call Ed Stella, delusions of grandeur, Delusions Of Grandma, Dem trk a go ganhaaargh!, demisemiquaver, denuded petit four, deodorant buster, despair of their fathers, destined for the butcher, destructive behaviors, deviant behavior, Dial M for Murder, Diamonds Are Forever, diaphanous lustre, Did she have big hair? Nah, Did u ever 1der?, Did you fall down the stairs?, die before you retire, difficult fifth stanza, ding dang depadepa, disgruntled taxpayer, dishonesty is fear, disorder is order, disposer of desires, dissected descriptors,
divers do it deeper, Diwali in Jaipur, do a Technicolor, do not drop on the floor, Do you accept Visa?, Do you care to go there?, Do you solemnly swear?, Do you think you matter?, do yourself a favor, do-re-me-fa-so-la, doctors without borders, Dodo Mamarosa, does a widower stare, Does it have a motor?, Dolce & Gabbana, domestic magenta, Don’t you need a Masters?, Doña Francisquita, door: $25.00, doublemeat half-gainer, Dr. David Acer, Dr. Frank-n-Furter, drag as we are once more, (drawing a bit closer), dred affects a puba, drink straight shots of water, dropped hot dogs spilled warm beer, drugs and not winter are, dry as the Sahara, Dude awe you’re such a dear!, duh duh diarrhea, dye all your underwear, Dyed a pet strange colors?, dyslexic ejector, ‘e dunno where ‘e are, $=mc^2$, eaten prairie oysters, eating it up blood raw, eating out of pure fear, echoes between the ears, eensy weentsy spider, eerier terrier, eevy ivy over, eggs over Ebola, ego-diarrhea, El Sayyd A. Nosair, electric banana, electric Hot Tuna, electric shock collar, Electric Warrior, Elizabeth Taylor, elliptical slobber, empty signifier, (endorsed by Paul Anka), engendred of humour, ephiphenomena, ercedekenes curs, Ernest Fenollosa, eros was in the air, Essays of Elia, eternal consooler, Europa Europa, even digests paper, even the walls have ears, ever gonna wanna, everyone is Shakespeare, everything disappears, everything ends in tears, everything stays in here, examine your zipper, expanding a slaughter, expat bohemia, experienced fingers, explicit prima pars, explicit tercia pars, explore booger furor, extinction agenda, Extra Large Professor, eyeballs broken fenders, eyes too close together, faces strung together, facial diarrhea, faeces strung together, faith in the idea, fart in a colander, fasts are for the inner, Fat Free Mozzarella, Fat Free Promise Ultra, fatty among others, fear the heavyweight tier, Ferdinand de Saussure, fertility downer, 53-under-par, Figg Next-Wave-New-Wavers, file under: fudge packer, filling
out questionnaires, filthy undertaker, finding a new mother, fine this muthafucker, Firecat And The Teaser, first person singular, fish eye self portraiture, 5 daily departures, flattery or butter, flatter the bejabbers, (flawless booty carta), Flirted with your in-laws?, flour power jawbreaker, “fly” meant move fast in cars, fonkiest shit on here, food clothing and shelter, For anything. Ever, for by my cylinder, for other procedures, forever hereafter, form has no point either, former signifier, Formica delenda, 40 Below Trooper, four orders of friars, Francis Ford Coppola, freaky deaky doodler, Free love. Dick. Lotsa hair, fresher and much finer, fresher fuchsia fever, Fridthjof’s foster father, Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche, frigger in the rigger, from Cecca to Mecca, from nowhere to nowhere, from spectator to star, From what is most paper?, fry your face in butter, Frowning Atahualpa, fucks like a school lecture, full refrigerator, fun from rear run from fear, funding for the Contras, Funky Cold Medina, G-string in C-major, Gab gab gab. Yar yar yar, galaxy don’t you dare..., Gama’s Islamiya, ganger a good goer, garden claw gun fodder, gargle with hard liquor, gender euphoria, George Washington Carver, George Washington slept here, Geraldo Rivera, gesture of the writers, get off my log sewer, Get it here. Sell it there, Get the hell outa here!, get up during dinner, get your shit together, gettin’ paid thick zippers, getting where there where here, gin pinches is the law, Girl From Ipanema, give cycles to the poor, give it a good five years, give thanks to my maker, give the next line after, glass dish on the counter, glowered through greasy hair, go deep into the fear, go for the jugular, go straight to the shitter, God Bless America, God does not see color, Godman Held in Mysore, going down the sewer, golly gee whizzangers, Gomez and Morticia, good varna bad varna, goosey goosey gander, got mugged by gorillas, gracefully surrender; Grandma and Maria, grease my palm I’ll grease yours, greens and orange fla-
vor, grew thinner and thinner, guerrilla theater, gulping down consumers, H.M.F. Pinafore, Haggadah militia, half a pint of porter, hallmarks of a culture, hand in railroad euchre, hand is a huge blister, hand-to-hand encounter, hard to eat a stranger, Harlem Needs More Golfers, harmonic onager, harmony of the spheres, Harry Connick Jr., Has he gotten older?, hate songs in E-minor, Have a nice day. Take care, hay fever sufferers, he could roar from his rear, … he one man … another, he puffs on fat cigars, he slept with his fathers, he’s a real insider, headbanging lovecurler, heal old scars straighten hair, heat more shit more burn more, heavies bimbo sucker, heelflipping elixir, Hello. Anyone there?, hello gentle readers, helots in the Empire, her dry sense of humor, her fingertips a claw, here comes a regular, here endeth the scriptures, here’s one for the gipper, Hero and Leander, hierofastidia, high balla o dalla, High John the Conqueror, high low dolly pepper, hip-hop in the speakers, hippie hating trucker, hips-mackin’ handwringer, his penisolate war, his subject — his future, his tongue was muscular, Hit her now while I’m here!, “Hitler” as in Hitler, HMOphobia, hoggaster of color, hold chopsticks near the far, Hold the elevator!, Holy Modal Rounders, hona mama mona, hookalicious strummers, hope you pick a winner, Hostess cupcake slobber, Hot-Slay Rap For Sitter, houpur wagges til and fra, How did he wind up there?, How do you read flowers?, how round are rare flowers, How soon will they get here?, howitzing kazonga, human margarita, hung like a kielbasa, hyperaware of her, I admire her rigor, I am God. Hear me roar, I am no Mahatma, I am not the doer, I am sad however, I am the new Buddha, :-D I am wearing garters, I am your worst nightmare, I can only answer, I can’t breathe anymore, I don’t lie anymore, I dream suburbias, I gazed a gazley stare, I got hit by a car, I Gotchya uh huh huh, I gots ‘ta get over, I guess it’s why were here, I had my coathang-
ers, I had no idea, I hate South Dakota, I have to bleach my hare, I like you with no hair, I made sure I made sure, I mean ... what else is there?, I posit my gender, I saw yet another, I shall keep him from fur, I shatter and splatter, I shot my teddy-bear, I strongly urge others, I use all the others, I used to watch “Rhoda”, I want my own gender!, I want to be Buddha, I was on some rah-rah, I will not be ignored, i wish it were summer, I wish you were a beer, I wonder what I’ll wear, I would have to uurraahh, I xeroxed a mirror, I’d walk a mile for a, I’m a salmon cutter, I’m a scraggly acre, I’m a white trash loser, I’m bossy around here, I’m doomed if I’ll shavia, I’m dying of hunger, I’m feeling much better, I’m losing my center, I’m not a fig-plucker, I’m sure I’m not Ada, I’ve done this work before, I’ve had it up to here, I’ve had two Queens before, iatramelia, Ich bin ein Berliner, ickey-cooey lover, Idaho Alaska, idea I hear here, idea of desire, ideas with fly-er, if indeed it was her, if we’re still together, if you saw what I saw, Ike and Tina Turner, Il Duca d’Alba, illegal-sized paper, Illinois enema, impeachment with honor, impeccably tenored, (in a menage a trois), (in an intense whisper), in fact almost never, in some dusty corner, in the car there are four, In this year. Out this year, incisor metaphor, Indecent Exposure, infer from the structure, information sewer, initial inertia, innocent bystander, insincere moon data, interlace the fingers, introverted hackers, invisible structures, Ipecacuanha, Iraqnophobia, is at an end I hear, Is it any wonder?, Is it native paper?, Is this literature?, Is your boss a wanker?, it is free and so are, it is the day of Thor, it just SEEMS like longer, it pays to Discover®, it talked with its master, it’s not clear any more, it’s a Stepford wife bra, It’s Cheaper To Keep Her, it’s my word against theirs, it’s no laughing matter, it’s not literature, it’s the great white hunter, Jack Straw from Wichita, James Gibbons Huneker, Jenifer Juniper, Jeru the Damaga, Jesus
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Christ Superstar, Jews are the purveyors, Jews have nothing to fear, Jib-Job-Jeremiah, joyous Nazifiers, Judy Blume’s Forever, juega la guitarra, June is a blazing fire, Kabuki for seniors, Kafka was a momma, Kaposi’s sarcoma, Kareem Abdul Jabbar, keep it to a dull roar, keep on truckin’ mama, Keep! Keep! Keep! Stand! Stand! Jossa, kindle the boy thither, kiss my aura Dora, kit-kat stuff is butter, knight in shining armor, knocking heads together, know you where you are sir, knowing your own murder, Kramer Vs. Kramer, l’aspirapolvere, la-dee-dee-la-dee-da, labels generate fear, ladies leave your clothes here, laid hold on your fingers, last laugh of Lucifer, last year when I talked here, Lasts four beats. Lasts for years, lately I keep scissors, latter-day avatar, laughter is heard farther, lavender mezuzah, layers of words that were, laying four or fewer, leather and prunella, left handed screwdrivers, Lenny Bruce’s pusher, Leno LaBianca, let me suck you before, let the buyer beware, let’s grow old together, lick my legs I’m on fire, lights action camera, like a duck to water, like a fish to water, linear house-litter, lingering limburger, linguistic crapola, linguistic fiesta, lips sources of power, Lithium’s area, Little Polly Flinders, living decomposer, living morning quiver, Loggins and Messina, logical agenda, lose the sense of structure, love muffin hand warmers, Lucifer metaphor, Luke I am your father, Lush cover caughtletter, luxurious texture, machine wash cold water, machines and their users, Magilla Gorilla, mainstreamers don’t bother, make it better faster, (make me wanna holler), make people mad at ya, make the bladder gladder, making hard times harder, Mama stroked his dinger, mammary mania, many a panne of bras, many-headed monster, mass over this patter, massage the Minister, masters of disaster, material structure, McRibbed for her pleasure, measured by a measure, megalomania, melanoma later, memorizing numbers, men who kiss each other, mercurochrome slather, mess with the
menorah, messing up my future, metallic sonatas, Michigan Militia, Midnight Train To Georgia, Misery? A mirror, Miss Pearl’s sweaty pepper, mixing oil and water, mobile mediator, molasses in color, Mommy’s little monster, monkeys grin and chatter, mooly mooly moolah, moonplastered furdoodler, morbid myopia, more abhor shitty bore, more German than ever, More meat with your soup sir?, More Park’s sausages ma, Morton Downey Jr., most killer afterhours, Mother Superior, Mother’s Little Helper, Mr. Motivator, Mr. Daddy figure, muffin on your shoulder, music and cowslaughter, my aunt has hairy ears, my boyfriend’s banana, my Dad died last summer, my dog’s better than yours, my emancipator, my judgements of color, my mead my ambrosia, my third leg is fatter, my way’s better than yours, mystery meat lover, naked Crisco twister, naked people feel more, Nappy Headed Nigguh, narcissistic nature, Natural Born Killers, natural disaster, nature over nurture, Nazi sympathizer, nebulous spimenta, need another order, netsex hubba hubba), neuter nuclear odor, never ending saga, Nevermore Nevermore!, new advanced formula, new lime green wallpaper, new plastic ideas, new values like plunder, newly-clothed emperor, Nietzsche Neener neener!, nixes sex in Tulsa, no excuses ever, no matter — I don’t care, no message expressed here, no morality here, no one can say for sure, no success no power, no that’s what breaks are for, no wonder enigma, No. 1 risktaker, nocturnal revelers, non-cooperator, non-mattress mambo-er, none it fell down the stairs, not better just taller, not to think yourself hear, (nothing cool like Santa), nothing lasts forever, now I’m getting Skinner, now move up one letter, now seditious fakir, Now sir what make you here?, numeric nirvana, nurturing and nuclear, of fye and twenty yeer, of upper !/4, of various colors, of what a waste you are, off manual labor, official verse culture, oh my ears and whiskers, okay I’ve read somewhere, okay laugh point
fingers, on the name Jehovah, once the hair hits the floor, ond wombe and honda twa, 1) booty behind bars, 1-800 number, one hand and a Clapper, 1. Pictures with Santa, 1/3 fats and fillers, onomatopoeia, Onward Christian Soldiers, oompa-papa oompa-papa-papa, Open wide and say aaahhh!, opera composer, opinions of others, opposite Jane Fonda, or a stinking fella, or inverted commas, (or me for that matter), or one hour we’re aware, or one need go nowhere, or our lingua franca, or something or other, or they taste like manure, or your Home-Ec teacher, oral air freshener, oral pear anal pear, orangulonia, orbital voobaha, orchestra conductor, Orchestral Maneuuvres, order whatsoever, Oscar de la Renta, other factors measured, other sounds such as “ma”, “Our minds” says another, our parents were never, out of sight for a year, out of the hot thin air, Oven Stuffer Roaster, over and overture, padded derriere-wear, palooka’s papayas, (Panting.) The Corpsechewer!, pap smear culture odor, paranormal matters, paronomasia, parts a lot easier, passion for the powder, paste boogers shoot rubber, paterfamilia, peacemaking pacemaker, peacemaking pancaker, pebble crusted laughta, Pedro Almodovar, Percodan with Dove bars, perhaps I’d be worth more, Person X-Whenever, persona non grata, personality flaws, pertaining to winter, Philip’s Milk of Dharma, Picasso Paloma, pick up on my weesa, picture of the power, pink pencil eraser, pink pig big pig patter, pinnacle of power, pity thy cataphor, plastikman is a prayer, play dead and roll over, poetry and power, poetry is of more, (pointing to the corner), Polka Polka Polka Polka!, Polly wanna cracker?, Polvo’s thermal treasure, poor me nobody cares, poor pa’s queer peers appear, post your little poopers, pot pussy and peppers, pray for us on Hester, precious little “here” here, pressing on the bladder, prestidigitator, pretentious behavior, primer mi carucha, primitive enema, Prisoner of Gender, probably Alaska, pseudo-
internetters, psychotic skitterer, pubic hair pinking shear, pudding rats rude sackers, Punjabi by Nature, punk rock all together, puntage to the hose R's, pure pop meets high culture, Purple People Eater, put your hands together, questions as it answers, Quick — spell America!, quicker quacker-backer, quintessential butter, quintessential loner, Rabindranath Tagore, race is not a factor, radiant behavior, ranch: where cows are murdered, rape pillage and plunder, rat-fink predecessors, ratio in rolla, rats in the pool filter, read in a linear, read in any order, read it and weep bubba, read it at your leisure, read-headed sapsucker, reasons are for sippers, rectal thermometer, red groovie screamed mega, Red Hot Chili Peppers, red Nevada vendor, rediscover wonder, Reeses Peanut Butter, regular protester, rejection of power, relatives in colour, Remember Pearl Harbor!, remember the rumors, replaced by the tuba, Republic Banana, resembling the quagga, resisting the closures, reverse diarrhea, ripple in still water, Ritz cracker lung butter, roach belt plus egg stoppers, Robert MacNamara, Robert Smith of the Cure, Rodney Bingenheimer, rolls rot in wax paper, Rolywholyover, roping like a roper, rotating pincetter, rubella umbrella, semen is another, sex is not the answer, sherbert-wastes of Mars are, Shiksa (Shikse Shicksa), stage diving from the bar, sadistic gym teacher, safe for use in dryers, safely eating dinner, said one to another, salamander boner, Salsa Salsa Salsa!, salt and pepper shakers, Sammy Davis Jr., sand in her underwear, Sandwiches or hipster?, sap-vessel in moisture, Saturday Night Fever, Saturdays at the Ear, save ourselves with water, sawdust between the ears, say an eye for hire sir, say it with dead flowers, Scene four. Open the door, scratch-and-sniff air fouler, scratch my back I'll scratch yours, screwing up wa/ga here, scribble scream and ponder, seat of the sheet slitter, seducing down the door, see saw Marjorie Daw, see you in September,
semidiameter, senseless with a hammer, separate but better, sequestered wallpaper, sequitur pars quarta, sequitur pars ter-cia, seraphic predator, serio-converter, serious outsider, 714 Rorer, seven seven footers, sexy as blank paper, sha-la-lala-la-la, Sgt. Barry Sadler, shake your moneymaker, Shall we have one later?, she-bird of his feather, She Came From Planet Claire, “she has shaved her beaver”, She Loves You Yeah Yeah Yeah, She Was A Visitor, she’s licking my finger, sheer funk I feel in air, shit happens door to door, shit more heat more burn more, shitty meet shitty bore, shoot down an idea, shooting polar bear sir, show me your fur mirror, Siddhartha Gautama, similar problem hair, Simon Bar Sinister, Simon Boccanegra, simulated picture, Sing Sing vs. Rikers, six miserable years, skillful storyteller, skimming for ideas, skinheads are dicks with ears, skinny ribs newly poor, sliding signifier, slightly off on center, slosh is softer this year, slumbering resisters, smack clothing and shelter, smegma mozzarella, smells like Magic Marker, smiley glasses-wearer, sneekemuthafukaz, snoop droopy dogg water, so don’t give me orders, so he knows that you care, so nobody betta, So you love pizza huh?, society’s pli-ers, Sodom and Gomorrah, Sofia Coppola, some people are better, someday when she’s younger..., Sounds kind of sappy huh?, soup and human flavor, space annihilator, Space Shuttle Challenger, space wig with banana, spare pair of underwear, Spencer doesn’t sugar, spend more buy more get more, spent some unhappy years, Spikey-Haired Dad-Haters, spiritual asth-ma, spiritual hunger, spotted with nameless scars, “St. Paul’s” becomes “St. Pauw’s”, standing forks are richer, star to pull up a chair, starr’d nocturnal flowers, starring Robert Wagner, Stars and Stripes Forever, stars brighter than they are, stealing from here and there, steel cornucopia, Steve and Edye Hitler, (still under the covers), stolen from Africa, stop searching forever, string bottom suspender, stroking their thick members,
stud-muffin’s love and tears, Studio 54, stumping tally-wacker, stupid and stupider, subject: Bloated Ass eh?, sub-tropics and vulva, Suck one fuck the other!, suckers or gold-diggers, sucking golden showers, suffocating pressure, sugarbitch god mama, summation hum under, summer’s first blockbuster, (summons a messenger), Sunday dinner torture, sunshine on my shoulder, Super savings offer!, superstar car washer, support bacteria, surfing in Nebraska, surging latent power, survivor and driver, sweet potato hunter, “Sw-e-e-eet so-ong o-of bi-i-irds a-a-a-a fa-a-a-ar”, swell beyond bone culture, T3 has 4 members, Take Me To The River, take your wet dreams elsewhere, takem-suckers-mulah, tango with two fingers, Tantra in Calcutta, tantric-egg-yoke posture, tearier terrier, Teenage Mutant Ninja, tell us what to look for, tend to run together, Terra Incognita, terrier carrier, tetanus-diptheria, Texas’ bad livers, thank you Dr. Zizmor, thank you for small favors, thanks man see you later, that smell of a new car, that virtues shed lustre, that’s not shit it’s feldspar, that’s what your type prefers, the absence of color, the backwash of strangers, The Beggar’s Opera, the best fart test by far, the big enchilada, the blessings of summer, the boom of busting chairs, the boos of a bokeler, the career of a deer, the circle drawn in air, the columns of text are, the documentmaker, the dog gets the shivers, the dust in the corner, The eternal Alpha?, The Ghost and Mrs. Muir, the good smell of Beulah, the good stuff kids go for, the Gossard Wonderbra, The Great Wall of China, the hard etc., the Heimlich maneuver, The Holy Hemp Sisters, the January thaw, The June Taylor Dancers, the King Kong of tenors, The Living Theater, the McCarthy era, the meat of the matter, The Menendez Brothers, the mink with yellow fur, the more the merrier, the 90’s are still here, the number of letters, the other Ivana, the piffer on your pier, the power of numbers, the poyn of his desir, the price of the stemwear, the rebirth of
super, The result? Snap powder, The Rich Jew of Malta, the second horse is air, the sexecutioner, the sight of a spider, the smell the smear the claws, the space between fingers, the speed of sound in air, the squish of wet sneakers, the strain became a tear, the time will be all yours, the tube will squirt water, the urine was Al Gore’s, The Vietnam Era, the voice heavy with tears, The wetter the better!, the world is my oyster, there is no need for fear, There was nobody there!, (there’s a knock on the door), there’s no real calendar, there’s the teeth mark right there, therefore more sinister, (they absolutely roar), they all go together, they are French prose writers, (they look at each other), they must think like oh yeah, they only think they are, they suck one another, thighs of the beholder, things went smoothly for hours, think of a new color, think of your last lover, 3654, thirty-nine in number, 39/Smooth capture, this book of trivia, this has happened before, this is America, this is his deepest flaw, this is Mr. Hitler, this is what I live for, this is your shit right here, those old-fashioned rhetors, through the hair of Shiva, through tough rough wet whiskers, thrust into the bladder, thunder in the winter, Thus Spake Zarathustra, tic toc side job evar, time and space surrender, times ants the grape master, timorous on Timor, titubic enema, to dilute or water, to tell of sunny hours, to which did he refer, to work without reward, toast without tempura, tone-y up the timbre, tootle him with vigor, Tora! Tora! Tora!, torniquets of desire, total wellness dogma, totally girl powered, track language to its lair, trademark: lips to die for, transcendentally yours, transfigured sequoia, Tristan and Isolde, trouser anaconda, try horse tranquillizers, tuna before tender, tupperware pudenda, turn into a tumor, Tweety and Sylvester, 20% tipper, twisted honey-dripper, two bodies of water, 2gether 4ever, 2 girls $19, two socks short of a pair, ultra waterproofer, Uncle Geoff and Ayler, underground xulture, unleashing the horror, unrequit-
ed desire, up his litlan finger, uterus as tracker, vagina dentata, valuable manure, Velveeta 'n Salsa, venting empty anger, verbal diarrhoea, Verona Arena, very very clever, via negativa, virtual salad bar, Visions of Johanna, vivisected valor, Waldorf Astoria, walking your pet llama, Wanna be a member?, war wore their dress shorter, waspy and angular, water architecture, waterlogged Christ figure, waterproof vibrator, waves as waves are water, (waves hand and disappears), we are confined nowhere, we are very bitter, we burn in sticky floored, we do it for sugar, we got a grrrl gubner, we have touched eachother, we like every color, we love his character, we must hang together, we must learn to endure, we must think in meters, we saw Jerry’s daughter, we want to be outlaws, we will therefore shower, We’ve been doing Panthers?, we’ve been lucky so far, weasel boy’s departure, weather at any hour, weela weela wila, Welcome To My Nightmare, Well Endowed Female Stars, well he interloper, were never here never, Were “sports” beneath Pindar?, What a good boy you are!, What are you doing here?, What are you waiting for?, What did O.J. order?, What is a scapular?, What is going on here?, What is the Kabbala?, What is your greatest fear?, What makes a man start fires?, What more could I ask for?, What more could one ask for?, What will make it firmer?, What’s an Ali McGraw?, What’s wrong with this picture?, What’s your favorite color?, when he screamed “No Future”, when hell freezes over, when I am no longer, when I moved their over, when I walk up witcha, when in doubt don’t bother, When will hell freeze over?, Where do we go from here?, Where you there? Did you care?, whether at any hour, which seems to run counter, white hot sticky gopher, White Male Paranoia, Who does Ross Perot’s hair?, Who’s listening out there?, whose arms are vairs azure, Why can’t we sit down here?, Why can’t women ever?, Why God can’t get tenure?, Why I Hate NPR, Why the hell am I here?, why the
Roman Empire, why we are like we are, Whtyamnwecn_ttlkher?, Wilhelm Richard Wagner, William Edgar Borrah, William Pitt The Younger, William the Conqueror, witch-hunting right-wingers, (with a helpless gesture), with its cool minty core, with no control or care, (with slow happy wonder), with style and a hooker, with the feel wet liner, with their snoots in the air, with your nose in the air, withdraw your jamlover, without the letter “r”, woke up late in Sleeper, words of silent power, wrong title wrong trailer, X-Wynona Riders, Y’all come back now. Hear?, Yabba Dabba Doo Squares, yadda yadda yadda, yank my chain I’ll yank yours, yeah that’s right do it … yeah, Yeah where? Yeah here. Yeah sure, yo baby pull over, yo — I’m smooth like butter, yo-yo with saliva, you can thank me later, you can’t fall off the floor, you can’t shovel water, you don’t need a weather, You got an eraser?, you have no idea, you kept us waiting here, you know you know you are, you little vomiter, You see what I did here?, you unna arresta, You want to go back there?, you win a hangover, your hand smells like tuna, you’re a dirty fucker, You’re so zero number?, you’ve all been waiting for, your attention) refers, yours is a growl-counter, youth culture catheter, Yukio Mishima, “Zoom Zoom” says the rider;
A baby eating razors, a baby in a blender, a baby in the nuker, a bitcher and a moaner, a bloated Sun will expire, a carnival of reefer, a cyclical enema, a Detroitcentric answer, a face ravaged by despair, a horizontal structure, a juggler a conjurer, “a leap of faith” is required, a little butter closer, a little dabba do ya, a lock of Elvis’ hair, a man walks into a bar, a noise annoys an oyster, a portrait of my desire, a predigested figure, A Rainy Night In Georgia, a size 10 Wooly Bugger, a small mammal with big ears, a sorry state of affairs, a stranger in yukatta, a way to spot a liar, accommodation collar, acquire other ideas, actress/model/whatever, adaptive gonkulator, add some sliced paranoia, Addicted to your partner?, addition to your chancre, ah Satan sees Natasha, Ahhh. So that’s what tears are for!, Ain’t that right my bald brothers?, Akira Kurosawa, all and all is all we are, all apes are sprayed with water, all inspected have no fear, all is fair in love and war, all my bras have underwires, all previously acquired, All right! I’ll cook you dinner!, Alois Schicklgruber, Am I my brother’s keeper?, ambush fickle-ass finger, amor vincit omnia, amusement parks are a bore, an awed whisper reached my ears:, an endless sense of wonder, an eternal amoeba, an evening to remember, an old piece of vagina, an unctuous footlicker, analytical quiver, anarchy should be the law, and a’ wi’ anither, and along came a spider, and and continues past beta, and archaic ideas, and armpit hair aroma, and becomes in fact duller, and bring your icky sister, and danced the skies on laughter, And Dante’s no
slouch either!, And forever and ever?, and I set my face on fire, And if so — what a future!, and it’s a him or a her, and Jill came tumbling after, and no hair is anywhere, and nobody shops better, and now death is everywhere, and now this is a pleasure, and partridges antlered deer, and some of us just live here, and that bed spreader better, and the ape flees in terror, (and the high cost of sneakers), and the plate gets the honor, and the slithy toves did gyre, and there oughta be a law, and there you are in a car, and there you were with your hair, Andrew Wyeth nails Helga, Angie Xtravaganza, animal tranquilizers, another opening there, another suit to mother, another x-citing ear, answer that you cocksucker, anti-haircut haircut hair, Any other ideas?, are either in the curve or, are our agony and awe, Are you a heavy reader?, Are you strapped for ideas?, Aren’t you Mr. Cloistered?, arise the Ayatollah, Armed with barrels of laughter!, art is life made to order, artificially flavored, as different as they are, as far as I remember:, as if he writes on water, as passionate as pasta, as sweet as a love letter, as the end is drawing near, as x-pected another, as your engine revs higher, asked with sadness and wonder, ass bunker down and not hear, assassinated nature, asthmatic intifada, at most 200 readers, at the expense of spooners, at-one-ness with whatever, Attention K-mart shoppers!, Aunt Jemima’s Pancake Flour, ba da ga pa ta and ka, baby you can drive my car, Back door huh? Good idea!, Back In The USSR, back over him to make sure, back to where we were: nowhere, backside ollies indy airs, bacon and cheese together, bacteriophobia, bald in the blink of a hair, bag quick we’re taking over, Barney ties me to a chair, Bartelby The Scrivener, be a woolsey expander, be done with the profiteers, beauty’s class of ‘94, becalmed in stagnant waters, because you got a pussy down there, Been a long time Jennifer?, begin to smell the paper, beginning with ideas, Bewaaaaare the monster.
Beware, beyond the period there, beyond the rabbit era, big buildings will premature, big muscles are not required, Bill Gates fought and won a war, biological warfare, birth is supple and tender, black we like every color, black-tea and a banana, blew em out of the water, blood does not become water, blood hair semen and fiber, blut iz dicker fun vasser, body odor of under, bones and leather nothing more, boots last longer than sneakers, bottom-crawling scum sucker, Brad please let’s get out of here, brand new doggie underwear, bring it on motherfucker, bring me back to my center, brings us back to where we were, brothers be shooting brothers, Buffy The Vampire Slayer, Build an army of the poor!, bullets bouncing off dentures, bullish on America, buried under goat’s manure, burning ants with plastic straws, busier and busier, but in hers only humor, but please say x cubed over, but she’s holding up better, But what about all those years?, But will the truth destroy her?, but winter and rough weather, buttscrubbing narrowcaster, by the third and last day their, cabbage predicts a future, cabbalistic buttleather, cables instead of doll hair, Caius Julius Cæsar, calculus for your fingers, Calcutta penny loafers, call it elitist chutzpah, call now for a free brochure, call on the muse Terpsichore, Camillo Count di Cavour, Can I borrow your mother?, Can we all fit in your car?, cannabilistic hipper, capacity to conquer, car after car after car, car-crazy baby boomer, carbo-loaded with pasta, care’n-eat is the next bah, caretaker of my career, Carnatic singing sisters, carnivoric sapsucker, Carthago est Delenda, ‘cause we’re faster we’re smarter, certain social caliber, chang-ers and rearrangers, Charlie Wheeler for Sheila, Che Gelida Manina, Chestmen of America, chick painted pink for Easter, Chinese ladies never swear, Choose Abort Retry Ignore, Christ did a cow shit in here?, Christmas comes but once a year, Cindy may be shifting Gere, cirrhosis of the liver, Class
Struggle or Surrender!, close your eyes can't happen here, cock black as hairy murder, coherent for that matter, collecting sounds in a jar, Colt 45 Malt Liquor, comb the knots out of your hair, coming to prayers in a car, commas are separators, compare yourself with others, complete this line: “Caviar___”, compulsory volunteers, conditioning formula, Confirmed: A Strong 4th Quarter, conquering fear and desire, convince me of my error, corrupt matter from a sore, covered over with creepers, crawl inside euphoria, creasing construction paper, creates a phallic order, crews without guns are goners, crows and frackles line the wires, crunchy technowitchdoctor, cucumberish dehorner, culture oughta dismember, Curck KoBANG rules forever, cypripareumia, Dante’s inamorata, dark sucker solid power, darkening the vowel “ah”, days whose hours are replicas, dead rats in the pool filter, deals with such a character, death murder or whatever, Death to the examiners!, den de boyz slam der geetars, Depressed In America, Der Fliegender Holländer, Derrida? Which Derrida?, describe the beauty found here, description never occurs, dharma dharma everywhere, dialects lack the alvedar, diarrhea is water, dickery dickery dare, Did someone fart in your car?, Did you see the drummer’s hair?, didn’t return for two years, die of overexposure, dig up some new ideas, ding-a-ling-ling-sir, dinner-retention impaired, dipped in a grungy batter, dirtying one’s hands further, discharge from the urethra, disco tour of India, discordiansolitare, disposable enema, Do contests need a winner?, do not crouch or bend over, do not rime with here but ere, do not send me chain letters, do the fetus a favor, do this that and the other, Do you have some flea powder?, Do you pee in the shower?, don’t laugh at least it’s paid for, don’t bite the candy条per, don’t bite the thermometer, don’t call me whitey nigger, don’t drool on my Integra, don’t get any ideas, don’t get carried away here, dookey’s suffering minors, double
performance power, doughnuts equalize nature, down but is not anymore, Dr. Brown’s Cel-Ray Soda, dreaming ambient sleeper, dropped out of sight for a year, drowned in a glass of water, Du sahst der Walküre, duck ya head flips brief flutters, dummies hoodrats prudes suckers, durational works require, dyslexics tend to think more, e coli bacteria, E lucevan le stelle, each thing is at the center, easy to use anywhere, eat the apple drop the core, eerier terrier hair, eider down color matter, 8 out of 10 wives prefer, Ein Reich Ein Volk Ein Führer, Ein teurer spassoder mehr?, Electric Aunt Jemima, electric nuns dead badgers, eliminate its gender, Elvis impersonator, Emerson Lake and Palmer, empathy signifier, employ the vernacular, endure summer’s idler hours, energy=matter, England’s Newest Hitmakers, envious emulator, erase what is not desired, erotica as genre, ethyl meatplow cholita, Ever have to be somewhere?, ever the provocateur, every half hour on the hour, everyone else however, exception to these rules are:, exceptional receptor, excitement lusts on fingers, executive producer, executive wellwisher, explicit secunda pars, eyedrops and breath freshener, face that only a mother, fairer than the evening air, fake fur and slut’s underwear, fecal matter is out there, feeling better who you are, fellow substance abusers, Femi-Nazis Everywhere!, fertility translator, Festspielhaus closed — no tenor, filed in manila folders, filth from the creamy coozer, first banana encounter, fishing: where fish are murdered, Flame all you want. We’ll post more, fleet-footed zebra courser, for dogs and cats I care na’, for once I picked a winner, For 20 years? 20 years?, 45 lucky crashers, four score men and four score more, Franco has murdered Lorca, frat rats became rock-throwers, from Mecca to Medina, from one word to another, from repeated exposure, fruit flies like a banana, Fuck him. Give him a dollar!, fuck it let’s go drink some beers, fucked by the fickle finger, fuma a
little mota, funky niblets of faffner, Fuzzy Wuzzy was a bear, galloping mudheaditirs, gargles in the rat race choir, genocratic juniper, gentle as the falling tear, Gentlemen of Verona, Gerald Ford is no longer, get every inch of pleasure, get happier get higher, give within two hundred years, give your enemies cancer, glock cocked and ready-to-fire, God is good. He answers prayers, goddess of toilet paper, goes up and stays up for hours, Goethe’s Theory of Colour, going for the jugular, Gonads! Swollen o’er the years, Good Morning America, googooostopizillionaire, gorgeous strawberry-blonde hair, gotta give it to Grandma, gray-flannelled Bodhisattva, great swirls of melt-o-pleasure, green’s my favorite color, grimgrubber goggglgrabber, grind the faces of the poor, gum can’t be bought anymore, half of the words here are hers, handcuffs only stretch so far, handle it and get over, happily ever after, Happy Hour isn’t over, hats are faux fur and feathered, have his soup made with water, Have you done it in the car?, Have you simply gone too far?, haven’t worked for the past year, he gave the cop the finger, he sold his soul to Santa, he spent his 33rd year, he thinks my vision is blurred, he was sticking to the air, he would whisper in her ear, Hee-you-o-oo-oo-o-ooOKuh!, heed the call of Africa, Hello dear. It’s your mother, Hello! I’m a signature, help stop spillover better, her black hole in Calcutta, her own anal visitors, her soulful sour sulfur hair, her tearier terrier, here where there are areas, Hey Gandhi! Where’s your trousers?, his roots go deep in water, his skin was like sandpaper, (his voice coming back stronger), History of Nostril Hairs, Hitler: Hans bring ze chainsaw!, Hold on! I know CPR!, hole-in-the-Ozone-Layer, homage to bad cinema, homely girl hates the mirror, honey-tongued Donna Summer, hooked on acid designers, horizon of our land’or, horizontal lambada, horse trappings out of order, House of Xtragavanza, How do you kill a leper?, How much did you make last year?, How much do
you make an hour?, how now wit with a wander, how shiny your pages are, humiliating others, I accepted the major, i am sick of cheesy shore, I am woman hear me roar, I ate her non-ponenda, I came I saw I conquered, I can’t even remember, I can’t take you anywhere, I could have been anywhere, I couldn’t go up the stairs, I don’t change my underwear, I don’t think that would ever, I don’t work there anymore, I feel afraid to call her, I fell moaning to the floor, I forgot what it stands for, I got in on the ground floor, I guess it doesn’t matter, I hate the Pope Suchocka, I have bent over backwards, I have to fluff my shower, I have very bad posture, I just don’t know what they are, I just haven’t washed my hair, I know but little grammer, I like my version better, I look so big on paper, I love hospital corners, I oughta see my or ta, I pawsit that if you paws, I really had an “Aha”, I screwed as never before, I set a whole choir on fire, I sit alone in this chair, I sit here and I don’t care, I smelled it in my water, I steal it from everywhere, I sure is glad you got star, I think of Eustacia, I think the tree’s on fire sir, I think the worst is over, I think you can do better, I thought I deserved better, I understand his anger, I wanna be a lifeguard, I Want To Take You Higher, I want to chow down papa, I want you meningita, I was told that I was uh, I was trained as a sculptor, I wish I had a toaster, I wish I’d met her sooner, I won a million dollars, I write in order to hear, I’d walk a mile for her fur, I’ll wait another half-hour, I’ll warm the wax in your ear, I’m a silent seducer, I’m a massive steam-roller, I’m a wetta you better, I’m getting a hot flash here, I’m Gonna Git You Sucka, I’m not a player hater, I’m still alive-Sylwia, iambic pentameter, iambic tetrameter, Ideas — to become more?, (i.e. unpleasant to her), if a bunch of Linda Blair, if all the world were paper, if dogs ever take over, if I hadda I mighta, if I wasn’t a writer, If I Were A Carpenter, if it’s New York or New Year, if Socrates had stood here, ignore
alien orders, imagine an idea, ime iloliemi, imperative singular, In-a-Gadda-Da-Vida, (in a self-conscious manner), in all the hip clothing stores, in one form or another, in one way or another, in order to be proper, in the exact same manner, in the form of a finger, in the form of a shower, in the form of usura, inches in diameter, inky-pinkyskinny ma, insanity your honour, [insert picture] THE AUTHOR, interior of Africa, interpol diarrhea, interrupt right about here, introductory offer, irregular jargoneer, irregular revolver, is like kissing a smoker, is not here and doth not hear, is outlawed only outlaws, isolate them that’s for sure, it is finally time for, it keeps the meat together, it makes the week go faster, it must do this in order, it was rice and dead rooster, it will seek a new owner, it would be real fine crackers, it’s a case of kill or cure, It’s A Family Affair, it’s an ocarina sir, it’s easier to snicker, it’s getting tight around here, it’s gonna rain forever, it’s like he took off ten years, it’s like your nose takes over, it’s not going anywhere, it’s not that I would have cared, it’s simple — jugg mugg cha cha, it’s the way that the words are, Japanese body odor, jasmine and body odor, jj the bigga figga, Joe-Fed-Up-With-Pop-Culture, John Cardinal O’Connor, Julius Oppenheimer, jump the circle shot the door, jumpa bus and skip the fare, just a spoon full of sugar, just the sampling I’ve made here, Just you watch. The End Is Near, keep away from flame or fire, keep your eye on the comma, keeping in mind the dangers, keeping time with the singers, Ken to Ken token gesture, kerplunk the following year, Kick me in the balls! Shit yeah!, kill someone wearing a fur, kill your parents and teachers, Killer Bees Cross The Border, Kinda like Suzy Kwan eh?, kinesthetic jawbreaker, Kissinger the dirt master, kitty kittle a boiler, Klein bottle for rent — inquire, koffundschlitterpoluter, La Isla Pat Morita, La Pasionaria, lace and its manufacture, lack of a parent figure, lackluster euthanasia, Lady
Chatterly's Lover, large white eagle terrier, late later and much later, late of Pablo Fanques Fair, laughing at the foreigners, Lawrence of Arabia, lawyer oh I mean liar, leave a box between the doors, let us break bread together, let’s all be weird together, Let’s get the hell out of here!, let’s make dinner together, Let’s Spend The Night Together, liar liar pants on fire, lick my legs that’s what matters, Life Liberty and Oprah, Lifesize Pumpkinhead Creature?, like a fucking movie star, like a gooey computer, like the bed of a fakir, limit one per customer, Linda Evangelista, lions and tigers and bears, lips look real only better, LIRR conductors, listening to Frank Zappa, little pitchers have big ears, log sewer taking over, look at what a mess you are, look the old bitch is back — yeah, looking for ink jet soldiers, Looking For Mr. Goodbar, lose fluorescent Christmas cheer, lost a family member, lost in my own food to care, lost my pocket protector, love matters not hair color, Love Will Keep Us Together, Lovie sissie forever!, (lowering voice even more), Lucia di Lammermoor, macing a perfume tester, made him a living creature, made when the world was still pure, Madonna’s Erotica, Magical Mystery Tour, Mahmoud Abouhalima, major crunch going on here, make peace with your bartender, Make war not sex — it’s safer!, manhandle the Monsignor, many things went together, Marijuana Use Higher, marriage ended her career, Mary Ann and The Skipper, may you live long and prosper, maybe break some bonehead jaws, maybe spilling the water, Maybe the cream cheese turned sour?, meanwhile back in the shower, meatmeister cop and speeder, melanoma no longer, melting his strings everywhere, Melville’s Marginalia, Merchant Ivory tower, Meryl Streep wearing rubber, message to the messengers, mi casa es su casa, mine are 5 times funnier, miscellaneous shanker, miscellaneous under, misinformed hysteria, mkdir matter: cat>matter, modern art for another, monks
accustomed to wander, more ignorance less desire, more water for Kibumba, most babies smell like butter, morning becomes Electra, Muffy! Drop that dried pig’s ear!, multi-gazillion $, murder a fur coat owner, music of elevators, must be 18 or older, muted acid Messiah, Mutual of Omaha, my cold mad feary father, my jock-strap holds up the stars, my mind has lost its order, my name is Forest Sawyer, my subconscious says never, my throat filled with saliva, my world ends at my finger, namoratnatrayaya, narrowly appraising her, National Enquirer, natural lemon flavor, naught or what should be taught her, neaheaheahear, neither hither nor yonder, (nervously fingering hair), never worry never fear, News Weasles. Good idea, next up: Gramps has Alzheimer’s, Nicenquick. Ontop. Pube. Ahhh, Nixon Now More Than Ever, no esta intercoursa, No hope or glory or duh!, (No it ain’t Crystal Waters), no odor whatsoever, no order whatsoever, no thanks — I don’t eat sugar, nobody does it better, nobody reads anymore, nobody’s safe anymore, nomadic attic dweller, nonsensical adventures, nonunderwired wahoodler, not a 900#, not a fart it will cost ya, not Arnold Schwartzengger, not coke or mack or harder, not if you’re moving forward, Notes Of A Grouchy Eater, nothing kills hard-ons faster, (notice the even number), now frequently we wonder, now there’s a twisted sister, now you know pork is butter, Now who was Japeth’s father?, nudity taking over, O is to compare lobster, O.J. Simpson In White Car, O.K. speak to you later, obituary writer, obsession with “forever”, Officer Faces Ouster, oh moon of Alabama, “Oh” said pussy. “That’s not fair.”, oh you know how women are, oh you’re no fun anymore…, one author from another, One Bourbon One Scotch One Beer, one boy loves vacuum cleaners, one cut two cut three cut four, one day I got the visor, one day this will be all yours, !/2 cup chopped bell pepper, one is the magic number, one may say of the bearer, 1-900-HOT-LEATHER, one
thing leads to another, only in America, only one ball and
some hair, only Superman’s father, only to rediscover, only
wear polyester, opsys for real propeller, or a change of under-
wear, or a fat flapjack flapper, or a slight boo-boo somewhere,
or a squirting seminar, or a student in flippers, or cynic
philosopher, or it’s a stick of butter, or its lack of sense both-
ered, or perhaps blind is better, Or we could play Dueling
Ears?, original moniker, Original Ray’s Pizza, oshkosh nitro
kadia, our glasses filled with water, our intelligentsia, out there
in exurbia, Overture For Imposter, ownership whatsoever,
Pamela Zarubica, papa ponna and ranna, park my car in
Where?, passed all the water served here, past regrets and
future fears, pat fish is alas wider, pathetic little wanker, (pat-
ting her on the shoulder), Paul Revere and The Raiders, Paulina
Porizkova, Peaches en Regalia, Pears en Apologia, peeling a
fine green banana, people coming together, People get on
your nerves? Yeah, people who know say “Honda”, people who
need people are, pepper in the dogwater, Pepperidge Farms
remembers, perhaps we’ve suppressed it or, perpetual out-
sider, pH Level: #Hair, phalanx of particulars, Phantom of
the Opera, Philip’s Milk of Magnesia, pick crow pick and have
no fear, Pimp-mobile or Low-rider, pipe snipe recipe and
choir, Plastic Fantastic Lover, playing the Tickle Monster,
please don’t take my air mister, please sir you’re a dadua, plea-
sure is to give pleasure, poetic satyagraha, Poetry=Loser, poets
and philosophers, (pointing long slender finger), points fed upon
each other, pointy cornered square burger, polish it behind
the door, Porky Pig in bondage gear, possession is half the law,
postpetroleum guzzler, pour the poison in my ear, pouring oil
into the ears, precipice of dementia, prepare to meet your
maker, pressure picture area, procure proper underwear, pro-
fessional amateur, pry the DIRTBAG off of her, Psycho Sushi
Dishwasher, psychobetabuckdowner, pubic hair: black hair, puke ego-diarrhea, pull my strings and I'll go far, pull people tight together, pull the wrong pig by the ear, purple perpendiculars, put Prancer out to pasture, put wall handles on the doors, Rabelaisian humour, rainbow colors in order, rat turds in a bag no flair, rats live on no evil star, really chump hare rama, rebuild the Ozone Layer, red leather yellow leather, red red meat's stark bad livers, Refrigeratorwcker, remixed remastered restored, remove it from our shoulders, resonance of ideas, reverberations linger, rewards for bad behavior, Right Guard will not help you here, rise take lame female Kate sir, rise with redoubled vigor, Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer, Rudy Giuliani's hair, *(running hands through matted hair)*, ruptured pustules by the score, s.t.a.r.c.a.r, said the two to the tutor, same baby three weeks later, same different both neither, same room different filter, samiam the gooks chokebore, Sanitation Engineer, Sarah Jessica Parker, Sasi and the three sphincters, save the trees eat a beaver, Savoir Faire is everywhere, say it with a hernia, Say mother! Want another?, scholar vicar and cigar, scintillator detectors, scratch and scratch and scratch Mother, scum-bag multi-millionaires, self-destructive behaviors, self-folding like a flower, sequitur pars secunda, Seventies high school stoners, sex is the best three letter, share ancient paranoias, share the laughter and the tears, she drew the mirror nearer, she is in pursuit of her, she knows I'm looking at her, she needs orthodontia, she was one of the bangers, she works for the Grand Poobah, she's got a big kahuna, Sheena Is A Punk Rocker, shiny floor from all corners, shit all those empty-verb, shit on a silver platter, shit splashed on some sinister, shovel dirt on the embers, sick minds transcend all borders, sickle cell anemia, sicks sicks fore Warne He eater, Signed Sealed Delivered I'm Yours, sing a song of Juniper, singular insignia, sip potent cut mimosas, 6. I have no more
answers, small in stature big in hair, small timid woodland creatures, smoke another cock cigar, smoked pot during the last year, smoking dank or whatever, smoking pot is much cheaper, snuggle beneath the covers, so strong is his twisted draw, So this is my life. Uh-huh, So whaddya want? Wicker??, So what are you waiting for?, soap made from the placenta, solar mica war and far, some boobs are bigger than others, some fetch coffee for others, some of them are head-hunters, some of you may remember, some sections may disappear, some thinkle peep I’m under, (sound: scraping of chairs on floor), spacy and rich in texture, Spam encourages flamewars, Spednovitch “Kashmir Sweater”, spiders discovered in hair, spiritual skyscrapers, Spit it out ye wee bugger!, Spray humans with roach killer?, spread with ample vagina, stale in 1994, starvation builds character, stepmother as stepmonster, (sticks her finger in her ear), still nothing comes from nowhere, stilton brie edam cheddar, stomach overflow error, stop stealing my ideas, Strawberry Fields Forever, stuck-in-the-’70s-ers, subject symbol metaphor, subscriber buys a saucer, suburbs of toenail-ia, successful thistle sifter, (suddenly straining her ear), sunset possessing neither, Super Mario Bros., supremacist hamburg-ers, Sure. Where’s a can opener?, Suzy is a headbanger, Swami Vivekananda, sweep the dust behind the door, sweetheart facilitator, swelter of roasting desire, sword crossed T.V. antenna, T.V.’s most popular star, Taco Bell: Cross the Border, tak the gesarde of a hare, taking off a semester, tapioca Tupperware, taste unshakable structure, tear in eye your dress you’ll tear, tear the roof off the sucker, televisional powers, ten times fast it’s a killer, Teriyaki Tongue Lasher, tessellated orchipper, than let it rot the others, thanks for the cheese and crackers, that accounts for the pressure, that I am getting nowhere, that’s right a purloined pig’s ear, that’s what you see when you hear, that’s why they call ’em butt-lers, the adjectives
of color, The Aesthetics of Power, the ancient name for China, the Asiatic cancer, the barbour and the bocher, The Best Of Leo Sayer, the book provides another, the bulb is a dark sucker, The Care Bears Maul Some Campers, the chain of “guru-power”, the cheese slid off his cracker, the commitment is not there, the cow’s lips sing in labor, the death camps of Bosnia, the devil can cite Scripture, the ego of Madonna, the elder Mr. Mercer, the eternal ragpicker, the essence of the weather, the first and only odor, the former and the latter, the fyr the eyr the water, the grass is always greener, the great emancipator, The Greatest Story Ever, the hammer sings the nail hears, the hammer sings the nail tears, the head goes to the hunter, the holy womb of Gaia, the “I” of the beholder, the idiot polar bear, the iron is a banger, the Jewish Camarilla, the Jews should pray for Hitler, The latest word on skin care?, the lower self or desire, the lowly Moose of Failure, the major and the minor, The Mamas and the Papas, the man that walks like a bear, the meat was in the weather, the newbies and the lurkers, the older was not newer, the only tape of Linda, the pee-ee or the pee-er, the pig flew up in the air, the power of the letters, the powers of plump peters, the price of sound in the air, the puppet works from up here, the queer career of a deer, (the room erupts in laughter), the sentence as a picture, the smell of burning cat hair, the snow melts the dirt appears, The Sorrows Of Young Werther, the stars grew out of the air, the state of being kosher, the sudden dropped carriers, the tallest man made structure, the tuxedo of desire, the value of \( \pi \) to flour, the warmest bed is mother’s, the water in the water, The Who mirage disappears, the wife of William Shakespeare, the wind blew into the air, the winter of their despair, the wiser the waywarder, the wonder from down under, the word for masturbator, the work proceeded over, the world hates the informer, the young body collectors, then do yourself a favor, there are
few however, there are questions to answer, there is no crisis
corner, there is no goal only gears, there’s a joke in there
somewhere, there’s a Mr. Hitler here, there’s comedy every-
where, there’s something stuck in my ear, these are the crite-
ria:, these fragments you have shelved (shared), they are
French philosophers, they got wind that I was there, they tell
us that women are, they wear now things everywhere, they’d
edit “motherfucker”, they’re sexy but not vulgar, things get
worse under pressure, things resemble their owners, things
that don’t go together:, think of a better color, think of a per-
fekt future, think of several numbers, thinking I had the
answer, third person plural neuter, 30 days hath September,
this can’t go on much longer, this is not literature, this isn’t
fun anymore, this like drugs ’cause it wakes our, this was sexu-
al desire, three dimensional tuna, three words: Sean Penn
Piñata, three-tiered tower of wonder, THROW OUT YOUR
SENSE OF HUMOR, thunder thighs etc., thus from ill to ill
did lure, Tiananmen Massacre, time sits solid for four hours,
tip sexy as blank paper, ‘tis the last rose of summer, to both
writer and readers, to break the pentameter, to convey truth to
others, to fetch a pail of water, to pronounce the letter R, To
the fucking 10th power!, today also is over, today’s lithe
tongued true schoolers, toss a gray hair in the air, town cops
were teenage losers, trading on nostalgia, trancy ambience
renders, transformational grammar, trip and really remember,
trouserered up like a fucker, tumblers in the nebula, turn the
worms mix in manure, (turns away and moves center), 25 or 64,
27 rue de Fleurus, twinkle twinkle little star, two sheep short of
a sweater, un Ballo in Maschera, unconscious of disaster,
Understanding Media, understatement of the year, under-
stood understander, underwear exchange letters, URA fucking
loser!, urine or body odor, use of the term “survivor”, use of
U.S. usura, Vanna White’s Seven Drawers, Vaseline Intensive
Care, veins that are close together, ventilated remainder, verging on literature, Victory or Valhalla, Vietnam Era Over, vinegary ass finger, waiting for the Messiah, waiting for young thin flowers, Walkmans Jeeps Benzes Jettas, (wallows in piss and liquor), Was he destined to suffer?, Was it er um ever square?, Was the weather a factor?, was upset by what he saw, water entering the ears, water water everywhere, we are in some way freer, we can catch a bite after, we don’t surf and we don’t care, we don’t have all the answers, we found a place on the wire, we gather others scatter, we got a big problem here, we got a lot of offers, we gotta get outta here, we have all been here before, we have no new ideas, we must all hang together, we should have him for dinner, we’ll have his balls for garters, We’re happy consumers now!, We’re here! We’re queer! Cha-cha-cha!, wear your seat belt — it’s the law, weeping willow hanging o’er, Weimar stinks of Swastikas, welcome to America, well I know one thing for sure, well that’s OK it hangs there, well they’re getting sleazier, What a beautiful boxer!, what a deaf man doesn’t hear, What are you doing with yours?, What do you think of Wagner?, What does it signify here?, what endures is what matters, What if for the entire year?, What makes you so much better?, What sounds are you going for?, What underwear do you wear?, What was the date of the year?, What’s a Jewish dilemma?, What’s black and eats bananas?, What’s that blue thing doing here?, What’s a tall drink of water?, What’s it like to remember?, when a walrus lisps whisipers, When is a door not a door?, When You Wish Upon A Star, when you’re out in 2 to 4, Where are we going? Nowhere, Where does it go? I utter, where love and Lassie conquer, where the cold waves had toucester, where you were a foreigner, whether or not it seems clear, while combing his auburn hair, whips make vows and I might dare, whistlers whispers and whiskers, Who fuck 10 extra workers?, Who knows? Who
cares? Why bother?, Who made the salad? Caesar, Who needs honey when sugar?, Who sets the parameters?, Who slew the minitaure?, Who were the hitless wonders?, Who’s in the CD player?, whom I beseech to favor, Why? Because I’m your father!, why buy: you can kiss: you are, Why did I sodomize her?, Why did the tree fall over?, Why do my numbers never?, Why is brassiere singular?, Why is the universe here?, Why work like a slave for years?, will make my batter better, win a trip to Jamaica, wisdom from literature, with boots on I feel secure, with fellow hate-club members, with stylish ethnic footwear, with the mints from #4, with their wares and carts and cares, woody face would gel weller, words as slave sound as master, wrapped in brown cigar paper, writing a simple letter, writing under erasure, x-citing ear x-pander, x-rated fairy finger, yams and zeppelins appear, Yawn. Don’t cover your mouth. Roar, yawn for the hearing impaired, years later at 84, yehudaben[e]huda, Yes! He has no banana!, yes we have no bananas, Yoda uses bad grammar, you are a child of nature, you are never alone here, you can (and should) grow older, you can almost hear her purr, you can control how good your, you can kill yourself later, you can smell it in the air, you can’t hurt me anymore, you can’t stay high forever, you have a right to be here, you know who from you know where, you may be my lucky star, you may never recover, You really don’t remember?, “You smell nice” “Oh thank you sir”, “You speak with conviction sir”, you’re dirty and sweet oh yeah, your Chef BoyArDee hotter, your little dog had catarrh, your prune looks like a liver, Zen? Yeah. Right. At the MOMA!, zip to do with cosmic laws, zip zop zoop abba zim ba, zircon-encrusted tweezers;